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Vandalism Runs Rampant On Trinity Campus
by Carl Roberts
If you walk into the Wheaton
dormitory, you will notice that the
ceiling is smashed beyond
recognition, and that the exit signs
are jerked loose. If you notice that
some of the walls at 216 New
Britain have been kicked in, don't
blame it on last year's students.
Over the summer, the holes in the
New Britain walls were repaired.
Within two weeks of the start of
school, they were kicked in again.
These are just two of several
examples of recent vandalism on
campus.
In the first three weeks of school,
the Trinity campus has been
plagued by a record amount of
vandalism. "The rate of vandalism
on campus has been rising steadily
in recent years ," said Riel
Crandall, director of buildings and
grounds, "but I've never seen so
much occuring this early in the
year. I am quite concerned."
The destruction of buildings is
only one of the types of vandalism
which has been in existence at
Trinity in recent years. False fire
alarms have been set off, and fire
extinguishers have been emptied
in the halls. Cars parked on Trinity
parking lots have been bumped
into and scraped, and the guilty
parties have not left notes to
identify themselves. There have
even been incidents of bottles and
firecrackers thrown out of
buildings at students.
Who has been vandalizing the
campus? Al Garofolo, director of
security, blames a small number
of students. He said, "Students
blame the townies. Maybe there are
some townies partly responsible.
But I'm positive that the greater
part of damage to the campus is
done by students." Garofolo said
he believes that the college should
not be a sanctuary against
irresponsible behavior. He at-
tributes many of the problems on
campus to students' lack of con-
sideration for others.
"We are definitely in a period of
narcissism," commented Dr.
George Higgins, college counselor.
He said that social concern has
been diminishing recently, while
self concern has been increasing.
One way in which this has been
manifested is in the lack of concern
on the part of Trinity students.
Higgins said that the Trinity
community is currently comprised
of many small groups of friends.
They do a lot of complaining, but
do not want to expend energy on
the improvement of life at Trinity.
An illustration of this is the all-
college meeting. When such" a
meeting would be called seven
years ago, according to Higgins,
900 students would show up; now
hardly anyone attends.
Higgins explained his theory on
why Trinity students vandalize the
campus. He believes that any
generation reflects the social
values it learned in its early school
years. The current generation of
college students was brought up in
a period of prosperity. Parents
Swine Flu Poses Threat
by Steve Titus
As the flu season approaches,
Trinity is in the process of deciding
how it will deal with the possibility
of a swine flu epidemic. Policy
alternatives were discussed at a
recent meeting between Dr. Mark
izard, head nurse Ruth Aronson,
Vice-president Thomas Smith, and
Dean of Students David Winer.
While no definite decisions were
made, the college is now leaning
toward encouraging only those
members of the college community
who are highly susceptible to in-
fection, such as the chronically
diseased or elderly individuals, to
have themselves vaccinated.
However, the vaccine will be made
available to any student who
wishes to receive it.
A memorandum will be issued in
the near future informing students
of the details of the immunization
program.
Izard has spent a considerable
amount of time investigating the
pros and cons of mass inoculation,
consulting frequently with Dr.
Quintiliani, an infectious disease
specialist. Izard's research has
revealed the following con-
siderations:
1) Most recent evidence points to
the conclusion that a major
epidemic probably will not occur.
There have been no cases yet,
although the flu season generally
begins in October.
2) The vaccine currently being
developed may not be effective
enough.
3) The highest incidence of ad-
verse reactions to flu virus
inoculations occurs among in-
dividuals under 25.
Because of these factors, Izard
feels the college should not en-
courage students to have them-
selves vaccinated.
Izard emphasized that those with
a history of adverse reactions to flu
vaccinations should not seek im-
munization. Also, because the
virus itself is grown in eggs,
persons who are allergic to eggs
must likewise avoid the vaccine.
The swine flu immunization
program is being run by the
federal government, and the
vaccine will be distributed by local
health authorities. The Hartford
Health Department claims that it
will conduct a mass immunization
program. However, because of
federal control, local officials must
await federal instructions before
inoculation policies can be
finalized.
Izard said he is disturbed by
what appear to be political
motivations behind the Ford Ad-
ministration's swine flu policies.
He said the initial decision to an-
nounce plans for mass im-
munization may have been
premature, with the result that the
public is startled, afraid, and
pehaps overconcemed.
Izard said he does not plan to be
inoculated:
gave their children everything
they desired. After coming to
college, a student no longer has his
way. He has to face many
frustrations. A prime example is
when the student suddenly realizes
that there will not be a job waiting
for him upon graduation. In this
age of self concern, a student
might not think twice about taking
his frustrations out on someone
else's property.
"I don't see any short-term
solution,"' Higgings said, "unless
people begin to care about each
other. Students probably will not
do anything to stop vandalism on
campus until it causes immediate
discomfort to them."
Higgins stressed the fact that
only a small number of students is
being destructive. He said the
majority are working hard and are
being considerate, and therefore
are not receiving attention. He
concluded by saying that "we at
Evidence of vandalism in South Campus dorm
Trinity need to develop some group
pride. If students appreciated





Association (S.G.A.) will hold
freshmen and vacancy elections
for positions in student govern-
ment on Thursday, September 30
and Friday, October 1. Eleven
positions are open exclusively to
freshmen — nine are positions on
the S.G.A.; two are positions on
CONNPirg.
Additionally, there are three
vacancies on the Career Coun-
seling Committee open to fresh-
men and sophomores only. There is
also one opening on the Budget
Committee, and one additional
position on CONNPirg open to all
students.
Elections will be held Thursday
and Friday, Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 in
Mather Campus Center from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. Only Freshmen may
vote for Freshmen positions; all
undergraduates may vote for
candidates in the vacancy elec-
tions. Candidates receiving the
largest number of votes will be
declared winners. Victory as a
Write-in" candidate requires a
minimum of fifteen votes.
The election Committee en-
courages candidates to campaign
if they wish to. No candidate for
any office may have more than $50
spent in his/her behalf. Any
inquiries concerning the elections
should be addressed to Bob
Hurlock, chairman of the Election
Committee.
Nominating Petition: To appear
on the ballot, a nominating petition
must be submitted with the
signatures of fifteen full-time
undergraduates presently enrolled
at Trinity. A student may sign
more than one petition for an of-
by Jeff Seibert
Dean of Students David Winer meets with SGA
fice, and may sign more than one
nominating petition for any can-
didate. The petition must contain
the petitioner's name, class, box
number, and the position applied
for. Any petition that does not meet
the above criteria will be declared
invalid. Nominating petitions are
to be submitted on Friday, Sep-
tember 24, between 8 a.m. and 10
p.m. in the locked petition box at
the Mather Hall front desk. Ab-
solutely no petitions will be ac-
cepted after 10 p.m., Friday, Sept.
24 . unless there are significant
extenuating circumstances..
Potential candidates are strongly
urged to meet the deadlines.
Notification: Students will be
notified by mail on Saturday, Sept.
25, as to whether their petition(s)
for office has been accepted. A
sample ballot will be printed in the
Tripod on September 28. It is the
responsibility of every candidate to
make sure that he/she is correctly
listed. If a mistake has been made,
the Elections Committee must be
notified immediately in the Student
Government Office.
Statements: Candidates are
encouraged to submit a typed
statement no longer than 100 words
expressing their views by noon
Saturday September 25 to the
Tripod office. These will be printed
in the following Tripod issue.
Descriptions of Positions
Student Government Association
— (nine freshman positions)
The SGA: (Student Government-
Association) is the student
representative body.
SGA sets policies for the budget
committee and Mather Board of
Governors and has the power to
review decisions made by these
groups.
The Student Government
Association allocates the $110,000
student activities fund, acting upon
the recommendations of the
Budget Committee. It recognizes
all campus organizations, ap-
proves constitutions, and ad-
judicates complaints involving
student organizations. SGA
recommends policy for the ad-
ministration of Mather Hall and
related facilities. SGA is also
responsible for conducting all
student elections and setting
election rules. In the past, it has
worked oh the issues of student
representation on the Board of
Trustees, the expansion and
renovation of Mather Hall, the
establishment of a rathskellar on
campus, and various political
issues.
Three members of the Budget
Committee and six members of
MBOG are appointed by and from
SGA. It also appoints one student
representative to the Academic
Affairs Committee, Curriculum
Committee, Board of Inquiry,
Board of Reconsideration, and
Athletic Advisory Board.
The * Student Government
Association is comprised of thirty-
six students.
The Budget Committee — (one
position)
The Budget Committee is the
student finance committee,
responsible for coordinating
student activities, allocating the
$110,000 student activities fund,
and approving the" student
organization checks. All decisions
made by the Budget Committee
are subject to review by the SGA.
The Budget Committee is com-
posed of 12 elected students, three
liasons from the SGA, and two "
administrators,
ConnPIRG — (two freshman and
one ali-college position)
The Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG) is a
student-financed organization for
social change, independent of any
colleges or other groups. The
elected students will comprise the
Trinity Board of Directors. In
addition, two students will be
appointed to represent Trinity
students on the ConnPIRG State
Board of Directors, which is
composed of students from six
Connecticut colleges. The State
Board allocates funds, decides
areas of concern for ConnPIRG,
and hires the professional staff.
The Trinity Board is responsible
for representing the feelings of
Trinity students, overseeing
ConnPIRG's activities on campus,
and helping Trinity students with
projects.
The Career Counseling Advisory
Committee (3 freshman positions)
has been concerned with setting
priorities for the office, and has
participated in the hiring of an
additional career counselor.
The College Affairs Committee
(one all college position) is com-
posed of 4 students, 4 faculty, and 3
administrators. In the past, the
committee has attempted to im-
prove faculty — student relations
and has been involved with
security, bookstore, and facilities
in Mather.
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MosebyAdvocates New Teaching Methods
by Hugh Drescber
Before the start of the Trinity
term last year, LeBaron Moseby
arrived unheralded by Trinity
media to take an assistant
professor's spot in the education
department. In addition to his
teaching responsibilities, he is
director of student teaching.
Moseby graduated from Har-
vard College in 1966, and received
his masters and doctorate degrees
in education from the same in-
stitution. Originally a math major,
Mosbey said he felt that he was not
associating with people as much as
he would like, and decided that
education was a good mixture of
both concrete and abstract
qualities.'
After serving a brief time as an
assistant dean of education at
Harvard Graduate School, he went
to Simmons College, a womens
college in the Boston area, where
he became director of student
teaching,
During his Harvard years,
Moseby Was part of a team sent to
Miles College, a new black school
in Birmingham, Alabama, to aid
the beginning stages of its
organization. With this broad base
of experience, Moseby said he was
plucked from Simmons last year
by Trinity, much to his delight.
Although he said he was per-
fectly content at Simmons, he
added, "I didn't really feel I was
going anywhere... at Trinity I feel
as if I have a hand in policy, and
because of the size of the school
there is more student contact."
Aside from these reasons, Moseby
said he enjoys the opportunity at
Trinity to delve into the social
science aspect of education, a
more legalized and bureaucratic
side of the field. He said plainly, "I
just feel I've done some of my best
teaching here . . . the students are
much brighter and work harder
than those at Simmons."
Moseby said he sees the biggest
problem at a small liberal arts
college like Trinity to be the lack of
actual action that inherently
coincides with learned skills.
"Students take surveys and
acquire knowledge through books,"
he explained, "but what do they
do with the results?"
Because of Trinity's city
location, Moseby foresees the
definite possibility of creating
many student involvement
programs which would help to
remedy this educational dilemma.
Speaking in terms of educational
goals, his greatest concern is to
find ways to protect teachers from
the "hazards" of the job. For this
he applies the term "Mid-Career
Crisis," a sort of death of the mind
and spirit resulting from one's job.
"People and teachers especially
must learn how to remain alive,
vital and interested throughout
life," he explained. Teaching this,
he admitted, is certainly a great
challenge, but an extremely im-
portant concept. "Too many people
I see are lost in the illusion that
wealth and security will bring
them happiness; most of the time it
just can't," he said.
As director of student teaching at
Trinity, Moseby is attempting to
employ "Counciling Supervision,"
as opposed to the traditional
"Clinical" method. He explained
Trinity Dance "Alive and Growing
by Linda Scott
The dance department has un-
dergone almost a complete change
of faculty. Currently, there are
four staff members, three of whom
are new to Trinity. Judy Dworin,
the head of the department, is the
only member remaining from last
year. Shulamit Saltzman, Con-
stance Holton, and a yet to be
announced instructor, are the new
additions.
Shulamit Saltzman has lived in
Israel and England. She currently
lives in Manhattan and commutes
to Hartford two days a week. She
received her B.A. at Barnard
College and her M.A, at Columbia.
Besides teaching part-time at
Trinity, she also teaches an adult
dance program. She is interested




Volunteers are needed to tutor at
the Spike Johnson Community
Youth House in history, math,
social studies and English. This
tutoring will prepare the youth for
general education diplomas.
This group home is an alter-
native to incarceration and
provides rehabilitative programs
for the approximately 14 residents
of the house, who are between the
ages of 16 to 21.
If you have some time to help in
these areas will you please call the
Executive Director, Alfred J.
Cooper at 246-1649 or 246-1640 and
he will be glad to provide more
detailed information about this
much needed service.
Saltzman said that she has no
idea of what to expect from
Trinity's students. Thus far, she
has been very impressed with the
students' interests in all types of
dance. She would like to create a
bigger dance audience which in-
volves the Trinity community. She
hopes that this can be done through
informal student productions and
workshops.
Constance Holton has been
dancing for twenty years in the
Philadelphia area, and other
nearby cities. She always enjoyed
dance, and after receiving her
degree in psychology, she decided
to make it her career. She went on
to earn her M.A. in dance from
Smith, College. Last year, she
worked at the Wilson School in
Northampton, where she
developed the entire dance
program. She claims that the most
difficult aspect of that job was
getting males involved in the
program.
Last summer, Holton and fifteen
other people from the U.S. at-
tended a seminar on the history of
dance technique. She is very in-
terested in the history of dance and
hopes to raise the level of the
students' awareness in this area.
She is pleased with both the
females' and males' interest in
ballet and finds the students very
bright. "I think I'll like it here,"
she concludes.
Judy Dworin, now the depart-
ment's veteran, said she is en-
thusiastic about dance this year.
This is her fifth year at Trinity; she
has also taught privately. Dworin
said she is very happy to have
some of her colleagues living in the
Hartford area. In the past, they
have lived at some distance from
Trinity. She said she hopes that
this will be conducive to more
community affairs and college
dance activities.
Dworin feels very positive about
this years' Dance program. She
says that the new instructors have
a tremendous knowledge of dance
history. She said that she is also
particularly pleased to note that
there is just as much interest in
ballet as in modern dance.
The dance department at Trinity
is* alive and growing. With this
year's jazz workshops. Horizons
lecture, and a rapidly developing
Student Dance Organization, the
program can appeal to more
people.
Welchel Emphasizes African Lit.
by Nancy Riemer
Joining the Trinity faculty for
one semester is Marianne
Whelchel, visiting assistant
professor English. She comes to
Trinity after spending five years at
the University of Connecticut as a
Teaching Assistant while working
on her Ph.D. She received her B.A.
Roosa Joins Staff As Adjunct Prof
Vernon D. Roosa, former vice
president in charge of research
and development at Stanadyne,
Inc., will join the faculty of Trinity
College as adjunct professor of
machine design.
As adjunct professor, Roosa will
not teach regular courses on
campus but will supervise student
research and projects in his areas
of interest, ranging from
bioengineering to hydraulics.
Roosa, famous for his invention
of the Roosa Master diesel fuel
injection pump now used in many
diesel engines throughout the
world, retired in 1969 to devote
himself to research and design of
his inventions. He has received
more than 300 patents in this
country and abroad and now
operates his own research facility
in Elmwood, Connecticut. Since
retiring, he has continued to serve
Stanadyne as a research con-
sultant.
Although self-taught and not a
college graduate, Roosa was
awarded the honorary degree of
doctor of science by Trinity College
in 1967 for his outstanding con-
tributions to science and for his
original research in diesel fuel
injection systems.
Roosa lives in West Hartford,
Connecticut with his wife Florence
and two sons, Peter and David.
from La Grange <?ollege and her
M.A. from Purdue University.'
Expecting to fulfill the
requirements for her Ph.D. by
November, she is not completing
her dissertation on the poet
Adrienne Rich.
Comparing Trinity to U Conn,
she observed that the classes are
"more homogenous and by and
large the students here are better
prepared, more aggressive, more
comfortable in the class and more
insistent on participating in
discussion." She teaches Writing
and Introduction to Literary Study.
Her critical introduction to "The
Flute", an African folktale in-
terpreted by the Nigerian novelist
Chinua Achebe, which has been
published in an anthology of
children's literature. Achebe was a
writer-in-residence at U Conn and
taught modern African literature.
Whelchel plans to include more
African literature in her courses
and is presently editing an in-
terview with Achebe for
publication. She is also editing a
series of interviews with the poet
Denise Levertov.
that "Clinical" in this sense means
a rather scientific analysis of what
the student teacher has ac-
complished, whereas "Counciling"
is a more human and less
pressured approach and is,
thereby, generally more effective.
He said he sees student teaching
not as a method of vocational
training, but rather as a tool to help
the student grow up.
Moseby's future with regard to
Trinity is difficult to picture
although "he expects to stay "as




John Hart joined'the religion
department of Trinity College
last.term. He received his B.A.
fromMarist College in New York,
a graduate degree from The
National University of Mexico, a
Masters in Psychology from New
York University, and a Masters in
Philosophy and Sacred Theology at
the Union Theological Seminary in
New York City.
Before coming to Trinity, Hart
taught at St. Mary's High School in
Manhasset, New York for three
years, and for three and one half
years at the Panamerican
University in Edinburg, Texas.
There he became involved with
Chicano Civil Rights and the
United Farm Workers. He ran for
the Texas Legislature in 1972 in the
Raza Unida Party to combat social
injustice in Texas.
At Trinity, Hart teaches political
ethics for a class of eight students.
Though he hoped the class would
have been larger during this
election year, he is quite pleased
with the class so far. He feels that
some students may be unable to
relate to the economic issues of his
course due to their family
backgrounds, but he thinks the
class can handle any discussions.
The course concerns non-violent
resistance, American imperialism
in relation to Latin American
underdevelopment, economic and
political justice, American foreign
policy and campaign promises and
fulfillment.
With his background, it is
evident that Hart will put an in-
valuable, amount of information




New to the Trinity religion dept.
is Roger Duncan, a part-time in-
structor, currently teaching one
course during the fall term. His
seminar is called Major Religious
Thinkers of the West (Religion
223) and he said he is quite im-
pressed with the students enrolled
in the course. Duncan noted that it
was too early in the game to make
comments on the class itself, but
he is optimistic and eager about his
experience at Trinity.
A graduate of Wheaton College
with a Ph.D. in philosophy from
Yale University, Duncan sees
Trinity as a mini "Ivy League"
school. Concerning his colleagues
in the religion dept., Duncan ex-
pressed great admiration for the
talent, friendly atmosphere and
interest in each student, that is
reflected by this department.
Duncan is also a full time
professor at the Hartford branch of
the University of Connecticut and
their philosophy department.
In his free time, Duncan enjoys
piano and is engaged in writing a
book called THE ANALOGY OF
BEING. Overall, he said he is
enjoying his first semester at
Trinity.
fascinating for the students in-
volved. Hart remarked upon the
fine religion department at Trinity
and is quite enthusiastic about
working with this department as
well as teaching his course at
Trinity this fall.
Besides teaching at Trinity, Hart
is an assistant tutor for Gustavo
Gutierrez of lima, Peru, a noted
Latin American Theologian, at the
Union Theological Seminary. He is
currently writing his dissertation
of "Topia and Utopia,: Milieu and
Vision in Radical Catholic Ap-
proaches to Social Change in the
Americas, 1965-1975." In this
paper he will contrast two Latin






Stanley Stahl, visiting assistant
professor of mathematics has
rejoined the faculty for the fall
term. Having taught at Trinity
during the 1975 Christmas term, he
said that he is pleased to be back.
A native of Michigan, Stahl said
he was surprised to find that New
England was not "wali-to-wall
concrete." He lives in Westfield,
Massachusetts with his wife, a
math professor at Westfield State
College.
Stahl received his B.Ph. from
Wayne State University and
completed his graduate work at the
University of Michigan where he
was a Teaching Fellow for five
years. He teaches foundation
courses of Calculus, but his
research lies in the more
theoretical areas of math, such as
logic. A member of the American
Mathematical Society and the
Association for Symbolic Logic, he
has one paper published and two
awaiting publication.
When not working, Stahl enjoys
cooking, with Chinese cuisine as
his specialty. He explained that his
interest in cooking arose from his
avid interest in eating and his
search for quality meals. He also
enjoys tennis, running and con-
tract bridge.
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Proposed Rathskeller Evokes Mixed Reactions
by Paul Haughton
With the plans for the rathskeller
near ing completion, different
facets of the "Trinity community"
were asked to share their opinions
concerning its opening. One can
easily guess the view of the
majority of students, but what of
the views of the fraternities or the
neighborhood bars?
The three major neighborhood
bars (The Corner Cafe, The




This week I interviewed Roger
Shoemaker of the drama depart-
ment. It is difficult to capture the
personality of this man on paper,
or to describe the truly enjoyable
discussion we had.
Physically he reminds me of a
very young Santa Claus, quick to
smile and laugh. He speaks rapidly
but divertingly. He is, in fact, an
entertainer. He fulfilled all my
expectation of what a director and
drama teacher should be.
Shoemaker went to St. Peter's
Choir School in Philadelphia before
college. He wore the starched
collar and jacket typical of the old
English choir schools. He received
his B.A. in English from Yale,
designing his own drama major.
Shoemaker then returned to
Philadelphia. He immersed
himself in jobs that would develop
his creative abilities. He was a
Santa Claus in John Wanamaker's,
the biggest and finest department'
store in the city. He then served as
a technical coordinator for public
television for a year and a half. He
found that, although the work was
fascinating, T.V. was a machine,
something which interfered with
his work. Theatre, he said, was
dynamic, and is based on the inter-
relationship among the audience,
the script and the actors. If one of
these elements is missing, "it"
doesn't work.
Shoemaker then became in-
volved in an experimental
educational program at the
Community School. Once a week,
students ventured out of the
classrooms for extra-curricular
learning.
Philadelphians might recall an
early Saturday morning children's
show called the Gene London Show
on the "idiot box." London has
looked twenty for twenty years. He
tells stories, draws pictures, sings,
dances, shows children's cartoons
and films, and acts in serial-like
skits. Shoemaker appeared in
these skits in various roles, in-
cluding the versatile part of a
cyclops. He looks back on these
days with much good humor.
Shoemaker then was assistant
director for Dennis Cunningham,
now a well-known T.V. film critic,
and also worked for the humorous
Paget and Tarsus Show. He has
taught summer stock at
Moorestown Friends School in New
Jersey, and other private schools
in the Philadelphia area.
Shoemaker received an M.R.A.
in drama from Catholic University
in Washington, D.C. He directed
The Tempest using electronic
music and Dutch Renaissance
costumes anachronistically.
During an excellent performance,
the taped music failed. Again a
machine stood between Shoemaker
and his art.
This is Shoemaker's third year at
Trinity. His first production was
She Stoops to Conquer. He was
pleasantly surprised to note that
there is more talent here than he
thought there would be. The
production was light and well-
directed. The only blight was that a
tree in the set fell over during a
performance. Need I report
Shoemaker's comments con-
cerning machines and the art of
drama?
He spoke animatedly of his
plans. He used a Mellon Foun-
dation Grant to study the nature of
theatre in the liberal arts
curriculum. This will result in an
upcoming paper and book on the
structure of theatre in colleges.
This summer Shoemaker was
the director of the Summer Arts
Festival for Hartford, funded by
the Hartford Parks & Recreation
Commission, and supported by
Trinity. The college provided
physical facilities for children
aged 5 to 10. The children swam,
acted, painted, drew, sculptured,
and played. Shoemaker is hoping
to expand his plans for next
summer, and make use of all the
college facilities. He felt that the
empty college was a silly waste of
a beautiful environment.
Shoemake1" feels that the
students, faculty, and ad-
ministration could become more
deeply involved in the arts.
Through the use of advertising and
promotional practices, he hopes
that more people, including those
in the Hartford area, will come to
think of Trinity as a well-
established cultural center.
Theatre must be approached in
the proper way here. Just as a
biology major tries on the garb of a
trained biologist, a theatre major
at an undergraduate institution
tries on the guise of "theatre
people." Trinity is not a
professional school. Colleges at-
tempt to give students a feeling of
what theatre is like. The plays
performed here are art, and,
Shoemaker said, "are used as a
model of human activity".
This is the third in a weekly
series of articles.
Students Plan Recycling Program
Hill) all reacted differently. A
spokesman for the Corner Cafe
(The Tap) stated that business
would definitely be hurt since over
eighty percent of his clientele is
students. The rathskeller might
even delay the opening of two extra
rooms which would provide more
space for the bar customers. The
College View Tavern also has a
large student clientele, yet it
consists mostly of juniors and
seniors. The manager is not
worried, stating mat students will
still want to go off campus. The
Summit Hill manager said that he
will wait and see, but is not con-
cerned, due to his large neigh-
borhood crowd. He said that his
business might drop slightly but a
lot of students who like the at-
mosphere would return.
The five fraternities were in
accord in their support of the new
pub. The consensus was that it
would provide a convenient social
Once again, a paper recycling
program is being planned at
Trinity College. It is hoped that
such a project will begin in two or
three weeks.
The idea js the • brainstorm of
Diane Schwartz and Renee San-
delowsky. Schwartz and San-
delowsky have been in contact with
various recycling centers and are
now in the process of choosing
among them. Schwartz cites that
"National trash collections
amounted, on average, to one ton
of solid wastes per person. Paper
recycling is a small but positive
step to alleviate this ominous
situation."
Several attempts in past years
have been made to enact a
recycling program at Trinity and
each attempt has been a failure.
With the current high price of
paper, the program co-ordinators
said they hope that this year paper
recycling will be established as a
permanent project at Trinity.
They have proposed that a
dumpster which will hold ap-
proximately 2 tons of paper be
placed outside the south door of
Mather Hall. According to present
plans, students, professors, and
administrators will be asked to
deposit their newspapers in the
bin.
The problem in the past has been
the fluctuating price of re-used
paper. Prices were so depressed in
past years that a recent recyiing
program lost money. Discounting
monetary factors, Sandelowsky
said she sees the major problems
being "awareness of the need for
paper recycling and securing the
cooperation of student help and the
Trinity community in general."
To combat possible student
apathy towards the recylcing
program, S and S plan to ex-
tensively publicize the need for and
beneifts of recycling. If anyone has
suggestions or questions con-
cerning recycling at Trinity they
should be directed to P.O. Box 616
or 619.
center where students and
professors could meet and whose
atmosphere would allow quiet talk.
The general opinion was that
Trinity offers little in social ac-
tivities, especially second
semester. People who do not
frequent the fraternities or bars
are left out. The rathsekller might
isolate Trinity from the com-
munity ( some feel that this has
already happened) but it would
bring the people of Trinity closer
together.
Several fraternity people
mentioned that the frats' locations
caused them to meet only a few
people each. They said that they
would go to the rathskeller to meet
with the rest of the student body.
When asked if they would go to to
the pub instead of a neighborhood
bar, they overwhelmingly said yes.
The fraternities also agreed that
the rathskeller would have little
effect on fraternity life, and said
that both the closed and "beer and
boogie" parties would continue
since these parties present a dif-
ferent atmosphere. A student could
pick up a beer on a week night at
the "rat", then go to a fraternity
party on the weekend for "more
serious drinking". Parties might
be more mellow and less crowded
as students would not need to go to
fraternities to meet socially.
Several area colleges have both a
rathskeller and strong fraternity
system.
One important point which each
fraternity mentioned was that a
rathskeller could be a failure
unless a certain atmosphere can be
created. No one will want to go to a
place that is overcrowded or
resembles a cafeteria. The
rathskeller's success will depend
on how the students use or abuse it.
Thus if the students and ad-
ministration can cooperate, the
rathskeller could be a benefit to the
Trinity community.
UFW Seeks Volunteers
United Fans Waf hen
o! America (AFLCIO)
by Mac Margolis
On Tuesday, September 28, a
representative from the local
chapter of the United Farm
Workers will be available to talk to
seniors and undergraduates about
job openings and possible volun-
teer work. Headed by Cesar
Chavez, the UFW is an in-
dependent union of agricultural
workers advocating and working
towards securing a decent stan-
dard of living for the hundreds of
thousands of farm workers in
America.
The UFW first came to national
prominence through their
sustained boycott of Gallo wine and
non-union lettuce. But what began
as a local, California-based
struggle, between Chavez and the
Teamsters, grew into a nationwide
movement affecting virtually
every major agricultural center in
the United States.
The UFW has extended its
organizational efforts to migrant
laborers in Florida, grape pickers
in California, tobacco workers in
Connecticut and southern states,
and the many field workers in the
mid-west. The Farm Workers
estimate their constituency at
more than three million people of
all races.
The United Farm Workers is not
a lobby group, nor is it primarily
concerned with pursuing change
through traditional channels of
partisan politics. Rather, Chavez
and his union are intent upon
strength and progress through
direct and unified pressure on
corporations and large labor
unions. The "strike" and the
"boycott" have emerged as the
essential tactics of the Farm
Workers struggle, "At once a
potent economic force and an
expression of faith in justice for all
people, the boycott of grapes,
lettuce and Gallo wines was joined
by 17 million people in the United
States alone."
The United Farm Workers is an
organization with a direct and
candid strategies; Chevez believes
in the efficacy of both public-
symbolic protest and a sustained
movement for immediate and long-
term economic betterment. The
farm workers statements are
simple and non-rhetorical, their
targets unequivocally defined:
"Living in shanties or labor camp
barracks, tens of thousands of
farm workers will suffer hunger
and illness. Excluded from the
legislation which protects other
American workers, farm workers
will produce billions of dollars in
profits for corporate growers this
year, and know poverty and
degradation in return."
The positions available in the
UFW are not glamorous by any
standard. Volunteers work hard
and long hours for room and board
and five dollars a week—"the
same as Cesar Chavez and the
striking farm workers receive."
Eligibility depends almost wholly
on the willingness of volunteers,
for the UFW is "looking for people
who are committed to working for
social change and who are
seriously interested in developing
skills in community organizing."
The rewards to be gained by
joining the Farm Workers struggle
are not material; the work is not
easy, but never is it thankless.
Freedom doesn't come like
a bird on a wing,
Doesn't come like the
summer rain,
Freedom, freedom is a hard
won thing,
You've got to work for it
Fight for it, Day and night
for it. . .
And every generation's got
to win it again.
( All references are taken from
UFW pamphlets. These materials
will be available at the Career
Counselling office for all interested
persons. Pat Alvarez, the
Massachusetts/Conn. UFW
representative, will be speaking to
students in the Career Counselling
Office all day, Tuesday Sept, 28. A
Sign-up sheet for advance ap-
pointments is available)
Hail Your Ale
To determine the types of
beer that students/faculty/ad-
iministration/staff are inter-
ested in having available in
the campus Pub, the Student
Services Office is asking that you
fill out this short questionnaire and
drop it in the box at the Mather
Campus Center Front Desf j
Column "A" contains those brandy
of beer that can be available on tap
while the, brands listed in column
"B" are premium beers and woulq
be available in bottles.
FILL IN AND RETURN TO THE FRONT DESK
Given the fact that there will only be 2 brands on tap and the other brands
available will be In bottles, would you prefer:
1) a regular and a premium on tap; or
2) a regular and a dark on tap;
2) a regular and a dark on tap; or
3) no preference.
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Waggett Hopes To Personalize Administration
by Alan Levine
Officially Jack Waggett's title is
Assistant Dean of the Faculty and
Advisor to the Freshman class.
However, this title does not ac-
curately explain all his respon-
sibilities. The newly-created
position of freshman advisor
serves to monitor the progress of
the class and attend to the needs of
the freshmen.
As Waggett said, by the time the
freshmen class arrives, the ad-





cerning itself with new students for
the following year. Most students,
Waggett explained, consider the
admissions process a personal
experience and through this ex-
perience, they come to build up
expectations. He said he believed
that someone ought to build on this
and let the students realize their
expectations. He said he hopes to
accomplish this.
Waggett is presently calling in
the members of the Class of 1980
individually, and finding out their




has announced a new program
called "The Graduate Scholar
Program." According to Ivan
Backer, director of graduate
studies and community education,
the Graduate Scholar program "is
designed to enhance the
professional status of those who
already have an advanced degree
and want to keep growing in-
tellectually, but not necessarily for
academic credit."
Backer notes that the program
provides certification to the em-
ployer of continued professional
development and suggests that it
may be especially attractive to
faculty members from high
schools and community colleges.
For further information write for
a Graduate Studies Catalog from
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
06106 or call 527-3151, ext. 310.
Graduate Scholars will be able to
audit all graduate courses with the
instructor's permission. Although
the cost is about one-third less than
a degree program and there are no
mandatory written assignments,
all other benefits of a normal
degree program are avail-
able — faculty contact through
lectures and consultations, access
to the library and class,
discussions. In addition, there are
no time limits and privileges
continue as long as courses are
being audited.
This country has more problems
than it should tolerate and more
solutions than it uses. —Ralph
Nader
WHY WRITE A PAPER THAT
WILL GO NO FARTHER THAN A
TEACHER'S DESK?
Do a public interest project
under the auspices of ConnPIRG
and, we'll—
—Give you the assistance and
advice of ConnPIRG's Staff.
—Provide any necessary fun-
ding.
—Publish a final report or paper.
—Do a press release and hold a
press conference.
—Write a model legislation, if
warranted.
—File suit, if necessary.
Possible ConnPIRG projects for
the academic year include:
1) Consumer Complaint Center.
2) Prevalence of sickle-cell
anemia and what schools are
°3) .Behavior modification in the
classroom.
4) Follow-up to Tenant's Rights
Handbook.
5) Lobbying for Student Bill of
Rights.
6) Effect of tuition increases on
low and middle income students.
Students can work with the
ConnPIRG team of professionals
on every level of activity:
Research, public education, and
direct interaction with community
groups, legislative bodies and
government agencies. ConnPIRG
needs your help...either volunteer
or for credit. Interested? Come to
the Wednesday, Sept. 22 meeting at
7:00 in Wean Lounge.
environment. Considering himself
a supplement to the faculty ad-
visors, he said he hopes to work
with both students and faculty to
improve various aspects of the
college environment. In short, as
advisor to the freshman class, he
said he hopes to monitor the
academic progress of the freshmen
on the individual level and "make
the freshman year an exciting
year."
Under the title of assistant dean
of faculty, Waggett's job is to help
in determining policy and planning
programs in the admissions and
financial aid offices.
As one who has seen Trinity both
as a student and an administrator,
Waggett said he is enthusiastic
about the school. He is a 1963
graduate of the college and worked
as associate director of admissions
and director of financial aid bet-
ween 1963 and 1970. Later, he was
a full-time student at the
University of Michigan, served as
associate director of financial aid,
and is now working towards his
Ph.D.
Despite his enthusiasm for
present coEege policy, Waggett
said he wants to improve Trinity.
Adult Ed. Program Starts
Hartford, Conn.—Trinity College
professor Ranbir Vohra will teach
an evening adult education course
titled "Understanding China."
Part of the Trinity Adult Education
Program, Vohra's course will
examine contemporary China in
the light of Mao Tse-Tung's recent
death and its impact on the
revolution he symbolized.
Professor Vohra has lived in
China and studied at Peking
University. For a number of years
he was in charge of the Chinese
Broadcasting Unit of all Indian
Radio. He is the author of two
books on the Chinese Revolution
and has published many articles
dealing with the Chinese mainland.
Vohra's course is one of eight in
Trinity's Adult Education
Program. Each course will meet
for one evening a week for eight
consecutive weeks beginning
September 27.
Course titles and the days of the
week on which classes will be held
are: Monday, "American Poetry
Is It Safe To Live At Trinity?
by Kenneth Crowe
Vandalism appears to be on the
rise again at Trinity College. Last
week saw Jones Lounge as the
main target of vandals. Down-
stairs in the basement, the vending
machines were vandalized, fire
extinguishers were set off and the
exit lights in the building were
destroyed.
Jarvis Hall also fell victim to
vandals as six of its fire ex-
tinguishers were emptied by
unidentified people, Nine com-
plaints were received from Jarvis
residents concerning this. It is the
misuse of these fire extinguishers
which gives the Security Office
problems. Two years ago, a fire
broke out in Jarvis. Al Garofolo,
director of security, and another
administrator saw the smoke and
rushed in to see what assistance
they could offer. Unfortunately,
the fire extinuisher was not in its
proper location and they were
unable to put out the fire. The
sprinkler system turned on,
however, and the fire was put out.
Thursday, September 9, and
Friday, September 10 also brought
phone calls from Jones Hall by an
unidentified female student who
called asking for help. Security
responded by sending a man
through the building who was
unable to find the caller. The caller
called twice more saying "I'm in
trouble, I need help," and informed
the Security office that there was a
man in her closet. Since the caller
would not give her name or room
number. Security went throuth the
building twice more and was still
unable to find anyone who made
the calls.
Garofolo was suspicious of the
calls as there are no closets in
Jones Hall in which someone could
hide. It was later confirmed by a
'Jones Hall resident that some
people had been fooling around and
had called Security.
Garafolo said that what was
serious about this incident was that
it followed the assault which took
place in North Campus on the
second day of the semester. He
added that what people consider a
joke could be very serious for
someone who was really assaulted
or being held. To help make people
aware of the importance of this
problem, the Security Office has
placed a detailed pamphlet on rape
on the closed reserve in the library.
Garofolo said he particularly
recommends that students read
this.
The pamphlet was put together
with the help of the Rape Crisis
Service and Professor Diane
Zannoni. The Rape Crisis Service
also praised the booklet, Not For
Women Only! which the Security
Office handed out at registration.
Garofolo said he feels that when
people become conscious of what is
occurring, the job of security will
be made easier and more effective.
and the Sixties and Seventies" and
"Movement Awareness: Inside
and Out"; Tuesday, "Un-
derstanding China" and "The
Nature of Psychotherapy";
Wednesday, "Resolving Difficult
Moral Choices" and "International
Folk Dancing"; Thursday, "In-
vesting in a changing Economy"
and "Form and Vision: The
Language of Art."
Applications are being accepted
now, Registration information is
available from the Office of
Community Education, Trinity
College, Hartford, Conn. 06106 or




This year, the Follett College
Bookstore at Trinity is operating
under new management. The new
manager, Verlyn Kresin, was
recently promoted from assistant
manager at the Stony Brook
College store on Long Island. He
said he has not encountered any
major operational difficulties at
Trinity. He said he does, however,
have a few ideas for improvement.
Some changes include enlarging
the easy reading section; ap-
parently, many students feel is
rather limited. Kresin said he also
plans to contact the various
departments and professors for
supplementary reading lists to
their respective courses. This will
enable a student to expand his
interest in a particular area of
study.
The store's policies regarding
check cashing, refunds, buying
used books and exchanges will not
change, Kresin reminds all
students that-the last day to return
books is September 23.
In general. Trinity students have
few complaints about the store.
One complaint shared by all
students is the high cost of books.
When asked to comment on this
most students replied, "too high",
"unreal," and "ridiculous!"'
Kresin said that book prices are
determined by the publisher and
students should expect an annual
increase in price.
The store is owned and operated
by the Follett College Bookstore
Corporation which owns ap-
proximately forty stores from
coast to coast. The manager, who
said he expects to be at Trinity at
least two more years, welcomes
student's comments and
suggestions concerning the store.
There is, he said, a desire to blend
extracurricular activities with
academic life. Primarily, he wants
to unite the faculty and students'
"in mutually rewarding learning
experiences." Further, he said he
would like to present Trinity more :
accurately to prospective students,
He wants to get more applicants to
visit the campus, because "the
students are the ones that sell this
place."
The weekend of October 1-2,
Trinity College will be hosting a
program for the sons and
daughters of alumni. The program
will include visits to classes and
seminars, panel discussions, ad-
missions interviews and other
college-related activities.
Approximately 75-80 people are
expected to attend, This shows, :,
said Jack Waggett, assistant dean |
of the faculty and advisor to the :
freshman class, a concern on the
part of the college for its alumni
and their children. He said that it is j
more of a service to alumni than a '
selling process. Waggett said that
there are hopes for more groups of .;
prospective students to visit the^j^
campus in similar programs later-^
this year.
AIESEC Sends Members Abroad
by Kenneth Crowe
On Tuesday, September 14th,
AIESEC Trinity held its first
meeting to attract new members.
The night was a success as ninety
people turned out for the meeting.
President Peter Bielak opened
the meeting wit'i a general in-
troduction to AIESEC. Charles
Bathke followed Bielak and gave a
talk on the purpose of the
organization and its history.
The next speaker was Marc
Kupferberg, who is a former
AIESEC—Trinity president and is
now a member of AIESEC's
National Advisory Council. He
spoke about his experience as an
intern in Japan. When asked what
he felt was important about the
internship, he said, "You do more
than just observe life and work in
other countries, you become part
o f i t . " ..; • • • . • •
the next speaker was Michael
O'Brien '76 who told how the ex-
periences gained through AIESEC
help prepare one for the real world.
Now employed as a planner by the
Hartford Development Com-
mission, O'Brien emphasized the
skills gained that are crucial to a
person's long term success. He was
followed by Peter Bielak who
closed the speeches with an em-
phasis on "getting involved with
AIESEC".
Kuperberg sees a good future
hear at Trinity for AIESEC. Last
year AIESEC Trinity was qualified
to send eleven members overseas.
This year the officers feel that
fifteen to twenty members will
iqualify. It is also felt that the
number of interships provided by
AIESEC Trinity will double.
All in all it appears that AIESEC
is a worthwhile experience for any
student on campus. As Kupferberg
put it, "AIESEC is much more
than just being in another campus
club. You are part of both a
national and an international
organization."
Following Tuesday's meeting,
all members were invited to attend
a party Friday night in Goodwin
Lounge to welcome Trinity's intern
from Hong Kong, David Chu,
AIESEC committees from Yale
and Smith would also be there to
welcome him.
Another meeting was scheduled
for Sunday, September 19th where
all new members would be trained
and assigned to committees. This
is the first step in AIESEC-
Trinity's campaign for internships
at local companies. After this
meeting AIESEC will really get
down to work with the immediate,
goal of doubling the number of
interships that local companies
supplied last year.
In the not too distant future,
AIESEC-Trinity plans to send a
delegation to the regional and
national meetings. The .regional
will be held in Denver in early .
December. The purpose of these-;
meetings is to train and inform the
local committees.
Sex Bias Illegal
Pursuant to Title IX regulation,
Trinity College also give notice of ,
the appointment of Thomas D. I
Lips, Director of Institutional
Affairs, as the officer who is :
responsible for the coordination of
efforts by the College to comply ,
with and carry out requirements^,™
and responsibilities under Title IX, i
Mr. Lips has an office in Room 303 . "
of Downes Memorial Clock Tower, ^ j .
His office extension is 472. :
Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 prohibits ;
discrimination on the basis of sex j
in all federally funded education
programs. The regulation im-••
plementing Title IX, effective July
21, 1975, specifies a number of
actions that educational in-
stitutions receiving federal funds
must take in order to be in com-
pliance with the law.
Trinity College supports the
language and intent of cms
legislation, and seeks to comply
fully with Title IX requirements, in
conformance with such legislation,
the College provides notice here to
its students, employees, _ ap-
plicants, and others that Trinity -•
College, as required by Title IA
and its regulation, does not-- ^
discriminate on the basis of sex in
the educational programs or ac-
tivities which it operates. T»s
policy and requirement of non-
discrimination extend to botn
admission to and employment in
the College.
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Jibrell Supports Liberation
by Mac Margolis
(The following is a Synopsis of an
interview with Dean Mohamed
Jibrell, lecturer in inter-cultural
studies. Jibrell is an African
native, born and raised in Somalia,
As well as teaching at Trinity, he is
currently pursuing his doctorate in
African Studies at Boston
University)
Mohamed Jibrell accepted an
invitation to attend a conference
entitled "International Seminar on
the Eradication of Apartheid." The
conference was held in Havana,
Cuba, last May, and was sponsored
by the United Nations Special
Committee Against Apartheid. The
purpose of this meeting was to
mobilize international opinion
against apartheid and in support of
the liberation struggles in southern
Africa. The seminar was attended
by representatives from the UN,
The Organization of African Unity,
universities and anti-imperialist
movements. The agenda included:
1) A review of recent develop-
ments in southern Africa.
2) Manoeuvres of southern
Africa's racist regimes.
3) The role of multi-national
corporations and foreign economic
interests in buttressing apartheid.
4) Analysis of the present state of
liberation struggle and con-
siderations for national action.
It was resolved that there must
be an internationally coordinated
strategy against economic
collaboration with The Republic of
South Africa, development of ways
and means of countering South
African propaganda and increased
assistance to South African
liberation movements.
Jibrell indicated that the
seminar was primarly an effort to
work out strategies to bring
sustained pressure on South
Africa, whose white-minority
regime he characterized as "the
most oppressive, inhumane and
anachronistic in the world." Jibrell
asserted that apartheid (the
system of Mseparate development"
preferred by South Africa's white
government) must be considered
akin to Naziism and slavery.
Jibrell characterized the crisis in
South Africa as "the most critical
issue of the 70's." "This is a
struggle for human liberation,"
said Jibrell. If the West continues
to aid and abet South Africa's
regime, militarily and
economically, and if the white
population continues to suppress
the basic human rights of Afircans,
a massacre of millions will be
unavoidable. "This could be a
repetition of Auschwitz," said
Jibrell "if world opinion is not
mobilized everywhere to accept
the UN declarations."
According to Jibrell, there is a
critical difference between the
struggle in southern Africa and
other liberation struggles, such as
in Angola and Mozambique. The
Portuguese saw, themselves as
colonials with allegiances to
Portugal as their homeland. The
South African white settlers, on the
other hand, perceive themselves as
Africans—they have no intentions
of leaving their "fatherland" at
any point in history. Apartheid is
not a colonial relationship; rather,
it is based on a legal system
legitimizing white settlement and
white supremacy. This distinction
points out both the urgency and the
difficulty of this particular
liberation struggle.
Jibrell noted that westernpowers,
particularly the U.S., have a'big
stake in maintaining the current
governments in South Africa,
Rhodesia, (Zimbabwe) and South
West Africa (Namibia). Among
other things, this indicates the
hypocrisy and the failing of U.S.
policy towards Africa.
"Kissinger's strategy is doomed to
fail because America separates
the economic issues from the
political." Thus, while the U.S.
may call for majority rule, they
are ultimately bound to support the
South African whites as the
trustees of foreign capital.
The situation in South Africa is
not like that in the Middle East,
Jibrell observed. Whereas in the
Middle East there is a plethora of
vying factions, the liberation
struggle in South Africa is clearly
defined. Only by severing the
economic ties and imposing sanc-
tions against South Africa will the
U.S. policy towards Africa become
acceptable.
Jibrell emphasized the fact that
the conference in Cuba was a
crucial step in forging third world
solidarity. Jibrell indicated that
Nigeria's foreign minister, Garba,
praised Cuba for its role in the
struggles of Angola, Mozambique,
and other African countries. Only
through international unity, Jibrell
intimated, will the vestiges of
colonialism and racism be
eradicated. "This is not simply a
struggle of South Africans, but
Africans and all Third World
peoples."
Jibrell was pleased by the
"cordial and hospitable treat-
ment" he received in Havana. "I
have been affected by the media
which depicts Cuba as an
authoritiarian military regime. As
a consequence, I expected people
to be repressed and uptight. But,
on the contrary, I found the people
to be friendly, open and relaxed.
It's interesting, for example, that
one does not see a single poster of
Fidel Castro in the streets of
Havana." Jibrell declared that this
is indicative of Cuba's progress -
and security in their struggle
towards evolving a socialist
system.
Jibrell was particularly im-
pressed by the curious mixture of
socialism and nationalism in Cuba.
He mentioned the prevalent em-
phasis on the cultural roots of Cuba
as being "Latin-African." This is
accompanied by the development
of political consciousness on the
part of all citizens, which stresses-
that Cuba's revolution is a part of
an international movement. The
Cuban situation in the seventies is
not easily discerned, Jibrell went
on. "It's clear to any visitor that
the Cubans have made a successful
radical transformation in
education, health, and economic
development. Moreover, one can
Mohamed Jibrell, Assistant Dean of Students
also see in Cuba the changing
attitudes in race relations and
women's liberation."
Jibrell observed a complete and
frictionless mixture of blacks and
whites in the streets, clubs, and
some of the houses he visited.
Along with this marked trans-
formation of racist attitudes in
Cuba, he noted that "Women are
integrated into every aspect of the
economic, political and social
interaction of society."
Jibrell reaffirmed the necessity
of an international movement for
the liberation of oppressed people
everywhere, citing the conference
in Havana as an integral step in
this process. Jibrell predicted that
Cuba will continue to aid African
revolution, though it is not the
intention of Cuba nor of the
liberation groups in Africa to
employ direct military in-
tervention (as in the rcent conflict
in Angola involving some 12,000
Cuban troops). "For , " Jibrell
concluded, "as the motto of the
Zimbabwe liberation group states:
'We are our own liberators,'"
MBOG Outlines Coming Events
by Ken Feinswog
This article is the first in a series
of weekly columns on behalf of the
Mather Board of Governors. The
purpose of this column is to inform
the Trinity community of the plans
and activities of the Board. This
year they will present the greatest
number of diverse events in an
attempt to capture the interest of
the broadest spectrum of people at
Trinity.
Coming up this weekend, MBOG
will present the second film in the
PIZZA HOUSE
( A C R O S S F R O M T R I N I T Y C A M P U S )
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.
• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
Phone247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
Midnight Film Festival, The
African Queen starring Katherine
Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart.
The movie will begin at the stroke
of midnight Friday September 23
in McCook Auditorium. Admission
is free.
Also, on Saturday night MBOG
will present the Open Road Band, a
folk-rock band featuring Toby
Chamberlain. The band was for-
merly called Easy Tea. The con-
cert will be held in Hamlin Hall
from 9 to 11:30 and admission is
75«. It's B.Y.O.B.
On October 8, the Midnight Film
Festival continues with Cartoon
night. There will be twelve cartoon
shorts featuring a potpourri of your
favorite cartoon stars.
Also in October you can expect
another dance on the 9th. On the
15th, Comedy Night, the last series
of films in the Midnight Film
Festival; a Casino Night on the
16th and many more events that
are still in the planning stages.
Beginning this week, thejirocessi,
of becoming a member of the I
Board of Governors will change. 7
Formerly an elected office,
membership on the Board now only I
involves presentation of a petition ;
with forty signatures. I'
Anyone who is interested in
student activities and is willing to
invest a little bit of their time is
strongly encouraged to become a j
member of the Board of Gover- j
nors. . :
In addition, anyone who has any :
suggestions should feel free to ;
contact one of the Board members. ;
An open invitation is extended to
interested people to Board j
meetings. The meetings are held
on Monday nights at 7:30 in either
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A Liberal Education; Two-Fold Responsibility
A liberal arts college, such as Trinity, maintains the primary
obligation to its students of stimulating their intellectual
curiosity about the world around them. However, in an academic
community, the collective fulfillment of such a responsibility is
two-sided. The college must provide a curriculum which offers
ample opportunity for students to branch out and sample novel
and unfamiliar fields. The students in return must take ad-
vantage of these opportunities, so that their four-year academic
experience here will be a rich and rewarding one.
Less than a decade ago, the" traditional curriculum at
Trinity prescribed at least twelve of the twenty courses which
students took during their first two years. Fortunately, the
College has eliminated such constraining requirements during
recent years, and has taken several strides forward in the
direction of diversifying the academic alternatives open to
Trinity students.
Tonight, Trinity will open one of its most commendable and
innovative programs intended to "liberate the mind," called
"Horizons." The Horizons series is designed to show what new
and important concepts are emerging in nearly every area
covered by Trinity's curriculum. Altogether, twenty-
one different academic departments will present lectures and
demonstrations starting tonight through April, on Tuesday
nights. Subjects will range from sexual equality in Russia to the
promises and threats of modern chemistry. The program will be
the subject of a thirteen-week television series on public policy
issues which is scheduled to be aired next January. We all may
pride ourselves in the fact that the series is probably the most
ambitious and extensive multi-disciplinary course being offered
anywhere in the country today.
At close to $6000 per year, it seems wasteful not to accept every
opportunity to participate in the fullness of a liberal education.
The Trinity administration and faculty has done their part, by
offering more diversified programs in recent years, such as
Horizons. Now, it is up to the students to make these endeavors
successful' through the support of enthusiastic attendance.
Letters
On Frats and Vandalism Art on Ice ' Alternatives' ' True Welcome:
Dear Editors,
I awoke this morning to the oh-
so-joyous sound of my neighbor's
choral repetoire. At approximately
3:30 a.m. on the morning of Sep-
tember 19th, I jumped out of bed to
see what the ruckus was all about
below my Vernon Street window.
In a quasi-conscious, sleepy
stupor I was able to recognize the
ail-too familiar songs of a certain
fraternal group of "boys" who live
across the street from my happy
home. I say ail-too familiar
because I've been awakened in this
same manner for a week or so, in
the similarly outrageous wee hours
of the morning. The sexist and
lascivious songs, cheers, and cat-
calls frequently make their way up
•and down Vernon Street as does the
debris and aluminium cans
(recyclable) which are left in their
wake.
Perhaps this has become an
accepted (and even expected)
behavioral pattern among "frat-
row" on Vernon Street. But when
this crew's merry-making extends
until 3, 4, and 6 in the morning, and
involves destroying my car as a
grande-finale, I would say that the
"boys" in the white pillared
mansion ought to curtail their
evening activities to less
destructive "games." My purpose
is not to reprimand, but rather to
enlighten. Someone with enough
brains (or influence) to attend
Trinity College would be expected
to have a more sophisticated set of
values than a Hartford street gang,
and find other places to dance than
on the roof of my car.
Would that there were another
solace than a satirical letter to the
editor of the Trinity Tripod. Still
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To the Editor:
Thanks to the convenience of
modern refrigeration, SAGA Food
Service is now freezing meat in
McCook Auditorium. But, un-
fortunately due to lack of space,
classes cannot be held in the old
refrigeration facilities in Mather;
so students in pursuit of a "well
rounded liberal arts education"
receive the benefit of experiencing
suspended animation while
listening to a lecture.
The intense frigidity of the
auditorium was not brought to my
attention until I noticed that
Professor Baird was having
trouble pressing buttons due to his
down mittens. I then noticed that
his mittens were accompanied by
a tasteful combination of boots.
and a parka, Then one student
exclaimed, "It's f—ing cold!" He
and a few others were bundled in
their North Face sleeping bags
(not the summer variety, I might
add). At this point also, it was
difficult to take notes due to
L. frostbite.
Now that was not so bad, but
when I went to the infirmary to
seek medication for my frozen
flesh, fourteen other students were
waiting for similar treatment. I
naturally assumed these were
hearty outdoorsmen who had run
into some unusually cold tem-
peratures while on an excursion
into the wilds. I asked one lad
whose beard was frozen, "Has
T.O.P. been camping in the
Himalayas?" He replied, "Oh, no,
we were just doing some winter
training in McCook.'' At this point I
realized that something must be
done.
Now that I have recovered
sensation in my hands, and only
lost my left pinky and right big toe
due to frostbite, I take pen in hand
to make the Trinity Community
aware of this heinous punishment
to both faculty and students.
Perhaps I am being too harsh,
however. After all, we have yet to
experience McCook in the winter
months. A.id if the Auditorium is
that cold in these waning days of
summer, by the laws of absurdity
(which govern more than one
things) it ought to be a Turkish
bath in the middle of January; and




To the Freshmen and Young at
Heart,
By coming to Trinity, we have
set ourselves on a four-year course
to seek alternatives from the ob-
vious.
Sadly, few students seem aware
of our commitment to look for
alternatives. Instead, most of us at
Camp Brownell have chosen the
safe way out; we know that the
best way to get that ranch house in
the 'burbs and get that station
wagon with the kids and Fluffy in
the backseat is to not look up from
the books and to play it safe by
going pre-med, law, or business.
I fear too many of us have opted
for the safe way out and see no
reason to 'chance it' in college.
Surely we owe it to ourselves to do
moi*e than drink beer and
regurgitate partially digested
books and lectures. By consciously
broadening our experiences we can
grow beyond the limits accepted by
Wednesday and Thursday Nite
Clubs.
Trinity offers few courses that
help to teach us what we are in-
stead of what we want. These are
the classes in which we learn about
ourselves through our own actions
such as Dance classes, Studio Arts
and possibly Theater. Trinity also
offers the enrichening, chance to
study abroad. We owe it to our-
selves to actively research the
alternatives before fixing our
narrow sights on the traditional
goals. Unless we start truly
thinking about the alternatives for
the future, we will have no choice
about the world we will live in.
Anyone who doesn't realize that
the threat of Nuclear bombs and
energy is a religious matter, hasn't
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We wish to express our ap-
preciation to the members of
Cerberus and the numerous
students who volunteered their
help with the opening of school and
orientation week events. Their
gracious attitude and efficient
work helped to give a true welcome







None of us like looking at or
walking through litter. YET the
Trinity grounds are treated as the
dumpsites for student trash.
Needless to say, there are
numerous trash cans at convenient
locations throughout the campus.




Lay-out Staff: Hugh Drescher,
Lise Halpern, Richard Katz-
man, Magda Lichota, Trish
Mairs, Leslie McCuaig. Alice
O'Connor, Holly Singer.
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by Rick Hornung
For awhile, Ralph and Laura
lived together. They met their
Junior year and spent all their time
together. She helped him study for
chemistry tests. She asked about
formulas, checking his memory.
The night before each test, they
made love twice. He passed;
He wrote his medical school
applications. It did not phase him.
He knew that he would get in
somewhere. All of his life, he
wanted to be a doctor. Oc-
casionally, Laura looked at him
tiunched over his desk and won-
iered when she should leave. The
summer before their senior year,
she rarely thought of returning to
Hartford and living with him. It
seemed so routine. All they did
together was study. She liked
reading and writing. Her papers
were always outstanding. The
English department gave her a
prize and later nominated her for a
President's fellow. But all Ralph
studied for were those tests. He
spent hours remembering all those
forms and facts. They had to be
drilled into him, one after another.
She pictured Ralph as a baby in a
lecture hall chair, having in-
formation stuffed in his mouth
each time it opened.
Laura understood that it must be
this way for him to enter medical
school. Once, she liked his
willingness to accept things as
given and do his best within that
situation. He tried so hard to play
everybody's game and beat them
at it. Eventually, she realized that
he accepted all the boundaries of
his trap and she may get sucked in.
When they split up, Ralph got
angry. He yelled for a long time.
She did not respond; it was better
to leave. She kissed his cheek and
walked out. A friend, who needed a
roommate, took her in.
Ralph heard early from a
medical school. He wanted to go
there, so he withdrew all his other
a p p l i c a t i o n s . E v e r y o n e
congratulated him; he was the first
one in his class to get in. A few.
people threw him a party. He got
drunk, but could not seduce the
freshman girl near the door. She
told him about her boyfriend at
Amherst.
Laura was invited, yet chose to
write a paper. She was afraid of a
confrontation in front of others.
Though she had seen Ralph since
their break up, they did not really
talk. He looked so bitter and that
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Arts and Reviews
Juxtapositions in Widener Gallery
by Malcolm Daniel
and Julia B. Vigneron
An exhibition of tiie works of the
Studio Arts faculty may be seen
through Wednesday, September 22
in the lobby and Widener Gallery of
the Austin Arts Center.
On entering the lobby of the
building, one is confronted by
perhaps the most striking images
in the show: Robert Cale's
Swordfish (Head and Tail), a
nature print. Cale's technique is to
work directly from the fish, inking
the surface and molding the paper
around it by hand. Activating the
entire front wall, this diptych
necessarily engages the viewer in
a type of mind game; one must
"fill in the gap." Though perhaps
necessitated by practical con-
siderations, Cale has turned to
advantage the use of two panels,
separated ( or, in fact, united) by
five feet of space. It is a unique,
dynamic, and powerful piece of
high qualify.
We are led by the point of a
sword to the gallery.
Two other works there by Cale
deserve particular mention: First
Snow on Gold Street, and Sandbar
Shark. First Snow is a two color
reduction woodcut on two blocks.
Examining the print is an
educational experience because
Cale is exhibiting the blocks
themselves next to the print. This
work evinces a great deal of skill
and craftsmanship in its detail and
a very sensitive eye for color, often
lacking in printmakers. The blocks
took 150 hours to carve, and
printing the edition required an
additional 150 hours of work.
In his Sandbar Shark Cale em-
ploys the same technique as on the
swordfish, making an imprint
directly from the fish. Here he has
dyed the paper using the natural
oils of the fish, left in the printing,
as a resist to the dye, thereby
preserving the original paper
color. This is a more subtle than
dynamic work, but equal in quality
with the piece in the lobby.
Also of note are Cale's em-
bossing, entitled Gull, and a soft-
ground etching, Sunflower.
We turn now to the work of
George Chaplin, director of the
Studio Arts program, who con-
tributes four outstanding paintings
to the show. To the left as we enter
the gallery is a two-panel screen
Split Green Composition. Chaplin
combines the subtle handling of
paint, found in Japanese landscape
paintings, with his acutely sen-
sitive eye for color relationships.
Color is what his paintings are all
about. Nightfall, another large
landscape diptych, is a more
dramatic work in reds, oranges,
and black. In his two latest works,
Triad for a Fourth and Post Rain
Reds, Chaplin explores new types
of landscape space, intentionally
creating special ambiguities.
These four paintings must be seen;
they are purely visual experiences,
indescribable with words.
—Malcolm Daniel
• * • *
Physically dominating the en-
trance to the gallery is Steve
Wood's towering structure Clouds.
The observer is immediately faced
with four heavy pillars of open-
ended cinder blocks. The weighty,
stolid cement supports a thick
sheet of smoked glass upon which
cream-colored surgical gloves
have been overlaid. An en-
vironment has been marked off by
the four pillars and "roof".
Upon encountering this piece of
sculpture, many people stop,
Gift Enables Carillon Expansion
by Margy Campbell
One hundred spiralling steps,
encased in the stone walls of the
chape], lead to Trinity's thirty-bell
carillon. Moused high in the chape]
tower, it is the gift d the late
Reverend and Mrs, JohnF. Plumb,
in memory of their son, John
Landon Plumb, a member of the
class of 1926, who died while a
student at Trinity.
A carillon has been defined as an
Instrument oi at least twenty-three
cup-shaped bells, arranged in
chromatic series, so tuned as to
produce, when many bells are
sounded together, concordant
harmony. It is normally played
from a keyboard clavier for control
of expression, through variation of
touch. The keys for the smaller
bells are struck with the half closed
hand, while the larger bells are
connected to foot peddles.
Carillons range in size from
twenty-three bells, to the seventy-
four bells of the Riverside Church,
whose largest bell weighs more
than twenty tons! The variation in
Trinity carillon is from the
smallest bell- l l 1/2 inches in
diameter and weighing forty
pounds— to the largest which is 5
1/3 feet in diameter and weighs
5600 pounds.
This Sunday, September 26 at
2:30 pm, the Trinity Guild of
Carillonneurs and the Trinity
Brass Ensemble will present the
Second Trinity College Tower
Music Festival, featuring com-
positions by such great musicians
Keyboard control high above Chapel
as Purcell, Stravinsky, Beethoven
and Brahms, as well as an original
piece written by Philip R. Crevier
'78. The music will emanate from
the chapel tower and the roof of the
chapel, where Mr. Larry D. Men
will conduct the Brass Ensemble
The Trinity Guild of Carillon-
neurs is a small, select group
consisting of Daniel K. Kehoe, '78,
Master Carillonneur, Laurie J.
Grauel, '77 and Jeanne A. Closson
77 Assistant Carilloneurs, and
Phihp R. Crevier, '78, John G.
Crynan, '79, Catherine Bourgeois
™'j£oti L ? m e ' <80' E1«abethMcGill, '80, Sandy Puff, 'so, and
Jane Works, '80, students of the
carillon.
The carillonneurs will be joined
in concert by the members of the
Brass Ensemble: Jason Jacobson,
'77, David Kilroy, '77, George
19 bells to be added in spring
Piligian, '78, Rebecca Milman, '79,
Tim Phelan, '79, Michael
McGovern, '80, and Robert Keyes,
'80, Trumpeters, and Jason
Jacobson, '77, William Thomson,
•79, Jeffrey Hilburn, '80, and David
Gatenby, '80, trombonists. Daniel
Kehoe, '78 will play the Baritone
and John Tomson, '80, will play the
French Horn.
Master Carillonneur Kehoe and
his assistants play the carillon for
fifteen minutes prior to any chappl
service and give noonday recitals
every Monday and Friday from
12:30-1:00. Grauel and Closson hold
workshops on Tuesday and
Wednesday nights at 6:00 for in-
terestedstudents. To date, the only
playing members of the guild are
Kehoe, Grauel, Closson and
Crevier, but there are six en-
thusiastic students undergoing
instruction, who will have a chance
to play at an hour-long recital of
Christmas carols on December 10.
Through the generosity of Mrs.
Florence S.M. Crofut, the guild will
be able to expand the amount of
bells in the carillon. During the
spring term, nineteen new bells will
be installed in the tower, in-
creasing the range of the carillon
to four and a half octaves. Other
plans for the year include trips to ,
other carillons and efforts to
become a recognized Trinity
organization by SGA, in order to
receive funds to expand the guild's
music file.
So, music lovers, be on the quad
this Sunday for the chime of your
life.
circle, and peer inside, looking up
at the gloves, the subtle color
variations, and differences in
translucence. Few dare to enter
the space. The heaviness and
precariousness of the piece is in-
timidating. However, those who do
not take up the challenge are
missing out on the whole point of
the sculpture as a participatory
space. It is Wood's intent that the
visitor's attitude and perception
would eventually be altered after
having spent time within the en-
veloping physical environment.
Wood has created a "psycho-
space"; it is a work of art that
must be dealt with in a manner
quite apart from the more
traditional "looking". He has
wiped away the more customary
narrative or purely decorative art
forms. Clouds offers the possibility
for interaction and involvement
with a work of art that must be
explored if the piece is to be suc-
cessful for the visitor.
Clouds is but a preliminary, an
introduction to the other pieces of
sculpture in the gallery. The
visitor, having become involved
with the first piece, must carry this
process of interaction through to
deal with the remaining works.
These five pieces are, all much
smaller and encased in finely
crafted plexiglass cases. Clearly it
is physically impossible to enter
them to explore; once more a
challenge is being made. The mind
must enter to experience and
question each work,
Wood describes his sculpture as
"physical metaphors for
metaphysical situations"; they are
"for the mind via the eye". Again,
a different means to look at art
must be employed.
The pristine qualities and all-
important craftsmanship o£ such
pieces as Time Between Us at first
impresses the viewer. A large
mellow-brown bottle has been
centered on a map of the Antarctic
printed in blues and greens.
Contrasts, such as that between the
warm and cool colors, are further
manifested as the mind takes over
from the eye and probes more. The
coldness and relative sterility of
the South Pole are played against
Record Review:
the contents of the warm jar; the
sand evokes visions of beaches or a
desert stretched out beneath the
sun. A crushed seagull's skull
settled in the sand lies below a
suspended drop of glass. A large,
dewy, moist drop caught
forever-—never to fall. The vision
of death has been juxtaposed with
a single drop of fertile ejaculation.
The contrast of passion and cold
sterility has been frozen forever,
and this paradox will never be
resolved; the two can never be one.
The omnipresent factor in life,
Time, has interposed. Roman-
ticism has seldom been so
eloquently expressed.
To understand Wood's ex-
pressions of metaphysical sen-
suality, a great deal of timerv
concentration, and interaction
must be spent. The effort must be9***
made on the part of the viewer for
a successful experience in art; a -
form of enlightenment is being
presented, and it must -be taken
advantage of.
It is rather unfortunate that
more gallery space was not
available to do true justice to all
the different works on exhibit;-01-
Cale's Swordfish has a whole wall
in the lobby to stretch across—•
and the work needs it. The snowy
white embossing, Gull, somehow
gets lost in the shuffle of brilliant
color within the gallery. The
paintings by Chaplin are not shown
enough respect; they each deserve
a wall or room all to themselves™.
The highly reflective quality o£
Wood's sculpture mirrors the
viewer, thus involving him directly
with the work. However, con-"'
centration can be difficult with the
vibrant Chaplin colors flashing
across the glass surface.
On the other hand, such
seemingly unlikely juxtapositions
can be very exciting and
thoroughly worthwhile. Cale's
subtle colorings are all the more
noteworthy and facinating when
they pick up Chaplin's glowing
dynamic paint. As George Chaplin
said about the evident contrasts*'
caused by the layout of the show;
"How do you know a straight line is
straight unless you have a curved
line next to it?"
—Julia B. Vigneron
Caravan Sniffs For Fame
Undoubtedly, the name Caravan
probably leaves most American
music listeners unmoved. Even
after 8 albums, -Caravan have
barely dented the American
market- their last album, Cunning
Stunts, did make the U.S. charts,
but wasn't exactly what you'd call
a commercial success.
This must seem rather per-
plexing to a group which has
almost always won critical raves
for their recorded work in
England, and comes from a long
tradition of highly-respected
musicians. With the success of
such progressive English groups
as Genesis, Pink Floyd, Super-
tramp and other's, Caravan's
relative obscurity seems even
more difficult to understand.
However, the group seems as
though they're set to make another
stab at success here, with the
release of their latest effort- Blind
Dog at St. DunstanV and with a
switch to the aggressive Arista
label. Certainly, part of Caravan's
problem in the U.S. was lack of^- l
publicity- first with London and
later BTM records. Arista
however, has had quite a bit of j
success in promoting new groups *
and Caravan marks their first '•
attempt in the progressive rock '•
field. ~- !
Caravan was originally formed
m June 1967, after the breakup of
the legendary Canterbury group
Wilde Flowers, The Wilde Flowers
were an anomaly for their time, as
they experimented in relatively >
avante-garde forms of jazz-rock-
pop music. And indeed, the Wilde "*'
Flowers became the spawning
ground for a number of the 70's
avante-garde bands, including
such personalities as Robert
Wyatt, Kevin Ayers and David
Allen (all of Soft Machine, and —
later incantations such as Gong :
and Matching Mole). ••"•"•••
Upon the Wilde Flowers demise,
two ex-members, Pye Hastings^,
(guitars, vocals) and Richard
Coughlan (drums, percussion) got
Continued on Page 10
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More Arts
Review on the Road
by Nancy Nies
Hey you! You with the pad of
paper and a pen and the delusion
that you are talented! You with the
camera or the portfolio tucked
under your arm!
We are looking for budding
writers, frustrated poets, deluded
artists, and determined
photographers for the first edition
of the Trinity Review. Don't hide
that genius in a drawer any
longer— expose your brillance to
the uneducated masses!
Now is the time to submit. All
writing, fiction, poetry, drawings,
printing, etching, photography and
creative doodling should be sub-
mitted to Box #1527 by September
24. (That's Friday, folks.) All
photography and artistic en-
deavors may be hand delivered to
BrucePolsky. (Contact him at #845
or call 525-7015).
The Review welcomes all in-
mates of Trinity to contribute,
their, creations and/or.their time
and energy. Should you have any
questions or suggestions please
feel free to contact Nancy Nies,
Editor-in-Chief; or Bill Epes or
Bruce Polsky, Associate Editors,
via the Review mailbox. We
welcome all you aspiring
Hemingways and Picassos who
turned up at our first meeting and
are looking forward to working
Ascent of Man



























Lower than the Angels -
(Human Evolution)
- The Harvest of the Seasons -
(Early Agriculture)
- The Grain in the Stone -
(Early Architecture)
- The Hidden Structure -
(Alchemy and Chemistry)
The Music of the Spheres -
(Early Mathematics)
- The Starry Messenger •
(16-17th Century Astronomy)
The Majestic Clockwork •
(Kepler and Newton)
The Drive for Power •
(Industrial revolution)
The Ladder of Creation-
(Theory of Evolution)
• World Within World •
(Atomic Physics) ' *
- Knowledge or Certainty •
(Epistemology and Physics)
Generation upon Generation •
(Genetics)
The Long Childhood •
(Biology, History, Bronowski)
Harry and Walter Flop
by Philip Riley
It's supposedly a shame to say
devastating things about a movie
which doesn't really aspire to any
heights; a movie which is an
ineffectual piece of fluff; a movie
which winks at the audience and
whispers in an aside that it's only a
movie. However, I will say a few
devastating things about a par-
ticular movie, because, in addition
to its smugness, Harry and Walter
Go to New York is poorly done,
cheaply imitative and wasteful of
its collective talents.
The movie begins simply enough
with two parallel stories; one
concerns Harry and Walter, small-
time hoofers, who pilfer ten dollar
bills from unsuspecting audience
members, and the other tells of
Adam Worth, a "gentleman"
bankrobber who deals in tens of
thousands. Their paths cross in a
prison in Concord, Mass., where
the vaudevillians (hereafter
referred to as Harter) inexplicably
become Worth's personal servants.
How they are chosen for these
positions, and how a convicted
criminal like Worth could have
servants, not to mention a palatial
jail cell is never answered.
To make an interminable story
short ( which the movie, un-
fortunately, fails to do), Harter
photographs the plans of a bank
which Worth intends to hit, and,
with the help of a newspaper-
woman who wants to distribute the
wealth to the poor, attempt to rob
the bank before Worth. A real
laugh riot, huh?
Perhaps now would be a good
time to bring forward some of the
People we have to thank for this
mess, especially director Mark
Rydell and writers John Byrum
and Robert Kaufman. Byrum and
Kaufman are responsible for a
contrived and convoluted script.
Rydell is guilty of two offenses
which many film directors have
commited in the past few years:
glorification of anti-authoritarian
behavior (i.e., ain't robbin' banks
fun?), and attempting to transfer
the Butch Cassidy-Sting-male
camaraderie-hustler image to
another place and time, while
trying to make us believe the idea
is an original one. Together, Rydell
and the writers can be blamed for
creating some contemtible and
occasionally misogynic humor.
The main actors here _can be
blamed for being in the picture at
all. James Caan and Elliott Gould
as Harter, and Michael Caine as
Worth, are not given much from
the writers and add even less
themselves. Diane Keaton, as the
newspaperwoman, doesn't have as
much screen time as the others,
but falls into the same boat. Ad-
ditionally discouraging for Keaton
is a terribly written anti-capitalist
monologue she must deliver.
Joe Lay ton, a tremendously
creative choreographer, receives
special thanks in the final credits
for presumably staging one in-
significant dance number. This
credit serves to point out a major
fault of the movie: the waste or
misuse of some talented artists.
Mark Rydell has shown with The
Cowboys and Cinderella Liberty
that he is a capable director. It is
hoped in the future that he will
have some viable, straightforward
material with which to work.
with you. Those who expressed an
interest in being readers will be
contacted shortly to review sub-
missions.
Remember the deadline for the
first issue is September 24. . . so
submit write now! Rules for
submission are in this weeks
Tripod.
RULES FOR SUBMISSION
TO THE TRINITY REVIEW
1. All entries must be typed on 8
X 11 paper.
2. No names should appear on
submissions. A 3X5 card should be
attached with name, box number
and title of work.
3. An envelope should be in-
cluded with your name and box
number to facilitate the return of
entries.
4. Do not send the only copy of
your work. Mistakes can be made
and we do not want to lose anyone's
work.
5. Art work and photography
which cannot be sent through
campus mail should be given to
Bruce Polsky (#845) or send a note
to the Review box and a time will
be set up with the art editor to
review work.
6. Send all submissions and
inquiries to Review Box #1527.
Woodcut by Antonio Frasconi
Frasconi Lecture
andExhibit
The internationally known and
respected printmaker, Antonio
Frasconi, will give a lecture and
show a film on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 28 at 1:00 in Austin Arts
Center room 320, in conjunction
with the opening of an exhibition
of his woodcuts and etchings in
the Widener Gallery, A.A.C. The
show will last through October 25.
Frasconi, born of Italian
parents, grew up and was
educated in Uruguay, where he
became well known as a painter
and printmaker. In 1945 he
received a Guggenheim
Fellowship to come to the United
States and study at the Art
Students League in New York.
Frasconi's reputation now is
based mainly on his woodcuts,
which display a great deal of
craftsmanship and are, in many
cases; not only fine artistic
works, but also jabbing political
commentaries.
All students and faculty are
invited to attend Frasconi's
lecture and film, and are urged to
view the exhibition in the
Gallery.
Park Street Surprises Gourmet
by Chip Glanville
Hartford does not enjoy the
reputation of New York for fine
dining, yet the city's ethnic
diversity and an enthusiastic
public, support a wide range of
excellent restaurants. This
reviewer hopes to show to the
Trinity student the broad
possibilities Hartford offers for
good, plentiful food, cooked in a
variety of national styles, and
within the reach of a limited
budget.
El Inca* between Broad and
Washington on Park St. offers
simple, home-cooked Peruvian
food in unpretentious surroun-
dings. Although" "the appearance
and location leave something to be
desired, the combination of price,
$2.00-$2.50 for a full meal minus
dessert and the quality of the food
make this an excellent choice for
inexpensive weekday or weekend
dining. This reviewer had one-half
a barbecued chicken, which was
just a little bit dry, and a heaping
plate of near-perfect rice and
beans. Everything is homecooked,
so be prepared to spend a little
time. But by home cooking this
restaurant assures you that you
won't receive warmed-over rice or
overcooked vegetables. The food is
mildly exotic, but suitable for even
the blandest tastes. Especially
recommended is the chopped steak
mixed with French fries, onions,
'Early Jazz Forms'
There will be a lecture-
demonstration and workshop on
"Early Jazz Forms" given by Sara
Ingram on Tuesday, September 28
from 7:30-9:30 in Seabury 47. Ms.
Ingram has worked extensively
with Daniel Nagrin, noted jazz-
modern dancer and chore-
ographer. AH are welcome to at-
tend and join in learning the
Charleston.
Parlez et Maogez
LA TABLE FRANCAISE — ce
soir et tous les mardis de 18h.-19h.
a la salle a manger rouge, Mather.
Venez parlez, mangez, rigolez!
and peppers. Although El Inca is date, bring a lot of friends and your
not suggested for impressing a own food and wine and enjoy.
TIMOTHY'S
For a light supper or a hearty dinner
Now open till 9 pm Mon.-Thurs.
Bring your own wine or beer
Come for breakfast, lunch & supper
243 Zion Street 728-9822
••"•"#•«
114 New Britain Ave.
10% Discount to Trinity Students with I.D. only on pizzas
all year round




















C H O I C E WINES & L I Q U O R S
JOHN W. DULKA, PHOP.
___, We Deliver










Custom Made Pipes, Incense
Candles, Massage Oils, Gift Ideas
Major Concert Ttekete. Available
O c t 3 Aztec Two Step, Pine Crest, Shelton, Ct.
Oct. 13 Jackson Browne, New Haven Coliseum
Or* 9 4 Tower of Power & Geroge Benson, Hartfordu c i . e* C j v i c C e n t e r
944 Maple Ave., Harttford - 247-4972
pork /treet
laundry
An Idea I Service for
STUDENTS
Same day service, in by TO
am, out by 4 pm
Clothes washed, dried,
folded, wrapped




WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE
27 New Britain Ave. Htfd.
278-6040






Horizons To Be Televised
by Diane MoUeson
For the first time in its 154 year
history, Trinity College plans to
sponsor a television series.
The school has recently received
a grant from the Connecticut
Humanities Council which will
permit it to put on 13 Connecticut
Public Television shows on the
speakers involved in the Horizons
program.
The Horizons Program, offered
this year, consists of a series of
lectures given by faculty members
from 21 different academic
departments at Trinity. The first
lecture is tonight at 8:00 p.m. in
McCook auditorium. Frank Kirk-
patrick, associate professor of
religion, will give a speech entitled
"Beyond 'the God Beyond God':
New Views on Divine Tran-
scendence."
These lectures are all open to the
general public. Those not enrolled
in the program should feel free to
come in and listen, said Professor
Bard McNulty, coordinator of the
Horizons Program. This is the first
time the college has presented an
inter-departmental program so
wide in scope, he added.
The Horizons Program began as
a suggestion from the Joint
Educational Policy Committee, a
group that includes trustees,
faculty and administration.
Connecticut Public Television
became interested in this program,
and now plans a series of 13 T.V.


















starting in January. The current
plan is to call the series, "The
Leading Edge."
13 of the 21 lecturers in the
Horizons Program were chosen to
participate in the T.V. series. The
speakers picked were lecturing on
what were determined as "public
policy issues."
Those chosen for the C.P.T.V.
series are Michael Sacks,
professor of Sociology, Joseph
Bronzino, professor of
Engineering, Edward Sloan,
professor of American Studies, .
Judy Dworin, assistant professor
of Dance, John Williams, professor
of Classics, Henry DePhillips,
professor of Chemistry, Robert
Shults, associate professor
Physical Education, William
Mace, associate professor of
Psychology, Francis Egan,
associate professor of Economics,
Samuel Kassow, associatej-s^the
professor of History, Samuel
Hendel, professor of Political
Science, Frank Child, professor of
Biology and Andrew Gold, director
of Urban and Environmental
Studies.
C.P.T.V. plans to tape the lec-
tures of these 13 speakers.
However, the speeches will not be
televised. Those appearing on the-,
series will be interviewed about
their speech by John Dando,
professor of English and




together with a couple of other run in the 6 minute range-designed
fellows named ..Richard Sinclair to attract more FM airplay. ^
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(bass) and Dave Sinclair
(keyboards) to form Caravan.
Indeed, Caravan was considered to
be the most "commercial" and
"popish" of the groups that grew
out of the Wilde Flowers, which
makes their failure in the U.S. even
more mysterious.
The next 8 years were to be a
combination of personnel changes
(Richard Sinclair left to form
Hatfield and the North, Dave to
Matching Mole, later to tem-
porarily rejoin the group for
Cunning Stunts) and switches from
one record label to another.
Through it all, Caravan managed
to build a solid reputation and a
substantial following in Britain
with such albums as In the Land of
the Grey and the Pink (April 1971)
and Waterloo Lily (May 1972).
Today, Pye Hastings remains
the leader and chief singing and
writing influence in the group, His
rather distinctive style of guitar-
playing has remained one of the
group's trademarks. Along with
Coughlan, Hastings managed to
keep the group together, and today
boasts a talented group of
musicians, Mike Wedgwood,
formerly of Curved Air (and
related to the Wedgwood China
concern) is on bass while Jan
Schelhaus holds down the various
keyboards. Geoffrey Richardson, a
former art student, adds an extra
dimension to Caravan's sound with
his work on the viola, flute and
guitar.. -
On Blind Dog, Caravan seems to
be emphasizing the vocals more
than in the past, and cuts down on
their traditionally long, in-
strumental passages. Most songs
j
g ,
The Way (With John Wayne's..
Single-Handed Liberation of Paris)
maybe the most commercially-
oriented song, but remains a
beautifully simple yet extremely
sensitive piece. Ex-Caravan
member Jimmy Hastings' flute
and sax lightly float along with
Hasting's delicate and airy vocals
to make it the catchiest tune on the
album.
The album's opening cut, Here
Am I, sounds most like "old"
Caravan. As on the album as a^
whole, Hasting's guitar work
stands out. Mike Wedgwood pens
and sings the following number,
Chiefs and Indians, with Richard-
son supporting on viola.
The next couple of songs run
together to complete the first side.
A Very Smelly, Grubby Little Oik
features some more fast-moving
guitar work, with Bobbing Wide
providing a nice flute and piano
interlude. Come on Back moves
back into a rockier mode, with the"
Oik Reprise to finish things up.
Blind Dog at St. Dustan's is ̂
easily Caravan's most accessible
album. More audience-oriented
than past Caravan albums, it still
shows a high-degree of musical
quality. Although old-time
Caravan fans (Yes, they do exist!)
maybe, somewhat disappointed
with Caravan's "new directions",*''''
Blind Dog shws a higher degree of
sophistication than much of
today's popular trash. Indeed,
there seems to be no reason why
this album shouldn't get help them
attain more popular appeal,
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Announcements
Youth Center Tai Chi Class Venture Program Student Jobs Nuke Teach-in
The Center for Youth Resources
(CYR), located at 457 Main Street,
in Hartford, has an opportunity for
volunteers to gain experience
teaching just about anything and
everything in their spare time. Can
you tutor in any subject or are you
musically inclined? Would you like
to get involved in cooking, sewing,
ceramics or do you have some
ideas of your own you'd like to try
out?
If you have spare time to give,
you can obtain more information
about CYR and how you can get
involved by either telephoning 527-
4730 or dropping in at 457 Main
Street between 3 and 6 Monday
through Thursday.
Barbieri Center
Application materials for Trinity
students who wish to apply for the
spring term 1977 will be available
after 11 October 1976. Please see
Mrs. Kidder (Secretary, Office of
Educational Services) and read
the material in the red folder
labelled "The Barbieri Center,
Inc." in the Reading Room of the
"Office of Educational .Services if
you wish to be considered for
participation next spring.
A Tai Chi Class will be offered
this semester taught by Andrew
Huang. Mr. Huang is a noted Tai
Chi teacher and has taught in
Hartford as well as at several
colleges and universities. There
will be two sections of the class,
one meeting Wednesday at 2:40-
4:00 and one meeting Friday from
8:30-10:00 in the morning. Classes
will begin Wednesday, Sept. 22. A
series of ten classes will cost $10.00
per person. Li interested, come to
Seabury 47 on Wednesday, Sept. 22
or Friday, Sept. 24 for a demon-
stration class.
Open Semester
There will be a meeting to
discuss procedures related to study
away from Trinity (whether
foreign study, study at another
institution in this country, or Open
Semester) at 1:30 p.m. on 21
September 1976 in Alumni Lounge
of Mather Campus Center. The
purpose of the meeting is to discuss
Trinity procedures for obtaining
academic credit and other
logistical matters. This meeting is
not for discussing the merits of
individual programs (students
should make an appointment to see
Dean Winslow about such).
The College Venture
representative assigned to Trinity
will be here on Thursday, 30
September 1976, to discuss Venture
placements with interested
students. Please consult the Job
Bank and other Venture in-
formation available in Dean
Winslow's Office, and make an
appointment with Mrs. Kidder
(Secretary, Office of Educational
Services) if you are interested in
seeing the representative.
Non-Smokers
Students interested in having a
portion of the dining hall
designated as a non-smoking area
are urged to add their names to the
sign-up sheet posted on the
'suggestions board' in the kitchen.
Classified// /
HELP WANTED
Wanted - Girls to train as masseuses.
Top pay, excellent benefits. Apply in
person at Aristocrat Health Club. 89
New Britain Ave. Hartford. 522-6913.
t Volunteer Researchers needed for
"Legal Aid Legislative Office in
downtown Hartford. Some money
'available for students able to get
Federal work-study funding on own.
Work is part-time and irregular,
probably averaging 12-15 hours per
week, but varying week to week. You
must be interested in the problems of
welfare recipients, tenants and
consumers. Juniors or seniors
preferred. If interested call Raphael
Podolsky, 525-6604.
Babysitter needed Monday, Wed-
nesday and Friday from 9:30 - 11.
Call Susan Feltus 529-7168.
Ticket Takers for home football
games! Contact ext. 393 Ferris.
SERVICES—LESSONS
Auto owners! Get a complete tune-up
'or only $8.00 frp, an experienced
mechanic. Call 247-4266.
Typing . will do accurate job. Call
Ms. Bernice Berman, 26 Ravenwood
Road. W. Hartford. 521-3511.
j P ' n 9 - -SO/page. Call Lindy 249-
*U83.
EATING EVENTS
The SproutFng Out Vegetarian
Cuisine. The vegetarian's vegetarian
restaurant. Make it a learning ex-
perience in Hartford, 20-1/2 New
Park Ave., Hartford. 233-6536.
The Arts Cafe - a non-profit alternate
gallery and vegetarian restaurant.
After midnight music each nightly,
12-3 am. 72 Union Place, Hartford.
525-0424.
PERSONALS
Happy Birthday to John Wylie from
Smith 301
FOR SALE
Beautiful handmade scarves from
Ecuador. Call Susan 246-6184 or stop
by Goodwin 34.
85-205 Vivitar Zoom lens. Nikon
mount. Excellent condition $110.
Contact Peter 232-7170. \
Down sleeping bag. $55. Call 524-0742.
Belser Physics and Psyche 101 texts,
Used. Contact Mike box 1245.
Used Besser ski bindings. Excellent
condition. $45. Call Gordon 249-2276.
Used Black Tuxedo. Excellent
condition. Call 524-1614 or contact box
1401. Ideal for choir!
if. DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Students only 15<t for the
first line, lot each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
104 a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
AD. .
CLASSIFIED COUPON






The Office of Financial Aid is
currently preparing the Student
Employment Authorizations for
students not receiving financial
aid. The tentative mailing date for
those Authorizations is Friday,
September 24th. Any aid recipient
who is experiencing difficulty in
obtaining a job which will yield the
amount of his/her job award must
contact the Off ice of Financial Aid
by Wednesday, September 22nd. If
the Office of Financial Aid is not
notified by Wednesday, it will be
assumed that the aid recipient's
need for campus employment has
been met. No appeal on the basis of
lack of term-time employment
earnings will be accepted if the
Office of Financial Aid is not
notified by Wednesday.
"Mutiny on Bounty" Auditions
"Saltwater Celluloid: Sea Fic-
tions on Film," a series sponsored
by the American Studies and
Freshman Seminar Programs, will
begin on Tuesday, September 21,
with the original "Mutiny on the
Bounty," starring Charles
Laughton, Clark Gable, and
Franchot Tone. Showtime is 6:30
p.m. in Seabury 9-17.
Portuguese
Anyone interested in supporting
Portuguese as an elective foreign
language in Trinity? Please
contact, A. DaCosta Mendes,
Jones-123, Box 1876. Thank you.
Carillon Festival
The Second Trinity College
Tower Music Festival will be held
in the Chapel on Sun., Sept. 26 a,t
2:30 p.m. The concert, sponsored
by the Trinity Guild of Carillon-
neurs, will feature selections from
such artists as Purcell, Stravinsky,
Beethoven and Brahms. Also
featured will be an original piece
written by Philip R. Crevier, '78.
Auditions for "Jacques Brel is
Alive and Well and Living in
Paris" will be held on Wed., Sept.
22, 8-12 p.m. in Garmany Hall
(A.A.C.). Sign up in the Green
Room (A.A.C.) now. All are
welcome.
All members of the Trinity
community interested in
developing and/or participating in
a teach-in on nuclear power, please
contact Mary Nelson, Box 1006 or
Jack Santos, c/o WRTC.
Concert
The Open Road Band will be
appearing in Hamlin Hall, Friday
night September 25 presenting the
last Easy Tea Concert. This folk-
rock ensemble will perform from
9:00 till 11:30. The admission is
' three quarters of a dollar, and the
refreshments are bring your own.
This mini-concert is sponsored by
the Mather Hall Board of Gover-
nors.
Spanish Club
The Spanish Club will hold its
first meeting on WED., SEPT.22 at
4:15 p.m. in ALUMNI LOUNGE.
Susan Budnick will show slides of
discuss her impressions of
Columbia. Future activities
planned by the Spanish Club will be
discussed. All are welcome!
Bog art Night
On Friday night, September 25,
in McCook Auditorium, the Mid-
night Film Festival presents
Bogart Night featuring "The
African Queen". "The African
Queen" is one of the most popular
and acclaimed motion pictures of
all times. It stars Humphery
Bogart, Katherine Hepburn,
Robert Morley, and Theodore
Bikel. Bogart won his only Oscar
for his memorable portrayal of
Charles Allnut, the unshaven,
unheroic, hard-drinking skipper of
the African Queen. The film was
directed by Academy Award
winner John Huston. The Midnight
Film Festival is sponsored by the
Mather Board of Governors. Ad-
mission is free.
I deem it the duty
of every man to devote
a certain portion
of his income for
charitable purposes;
that it is his further duty"
to see it so applied as
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Watson Fellowships
The Watson Travelling
Fellowship competition at Trinity
College is open to all students who
will receive their Bachelor's
Degrees in May of 1977. Ap-
plication materials are available
from the Office of Educational
Services, and the deadline for the
submission of application
materials is as follows:
Faculty Recommendation
deadline: 28 September 1976
Personal Application deadline:
29 September 1976
During October, the members of
the Selection Committee
(Professors Ogden, Tull, Sim-
mons, Zannoni; Deans Spencer,
Jibrell and Winslow) will read
applications and interview some of
the applicants. The Committee will
then select four nominees for the
Foundation's consideration.
Flu Programs
Nurses and health professionals
in north central Connecticut will
soon have a clearer picture of the
causes, symptoms and treatment
of flu — including swine flu —
according to the regional chief of
the state health department's
swine flu program.
North Central Regional Coor-
dinator Carroll Schilling says that
she and her staff have scheduled a
series of "Grand Rounds" in
hospitals throughout the region.
"One of the biggest complaints
we've received so far from area
health professionals is the lack of
in-depth medical information
concerning swine slu," she says.
"We hope this series of Nursing
Grand Rounds in area hospitals
will help rectify this situation."
Each of the one-hour programs
consists of a closed panel
discussion and case study
presentation dealing with the
virological and pathological
aspects of influenza; surveillance
and research; treatment and
prevention; and epidemiology.
The first in the series of sessions
has been scheduled for 1:00 p.m.,
Thursday, September 23 at Rock-
ville General Hospital. A special
session the following week, 1:30
p.m., Thursday September 30 at
the University of Connecticut
Health Center in Farmington will
be televised to health professionals
in the center as well as audiences
at New Britain General Hospital
and Newtngton Veteran's Hospital.
Other sessions are slated
throughout: the area over a period
ending October 13.
Mellon Lecture
Dr. John Randall Gillis,
professor of history at Livingston
College of Rutgers University, will
present the second Mellon Sym-
posium Lecture on the Trinity
College campus Thursday, Sep-
tember 23 at 7:00 p.m. The lecture
will be given in Wean Lounge.
Professor Gillis's topic will be
"Europe's Age of Revolution in
World Perspective." The lecture
series is free and open to the
public. It is made possible by a
grant from the Mellon Foundation.
A graduate of Amherst College,
Dr. Gillis received his Ph.D. from
Stanford University. His books
include "The Prussian
Bureaucracy in Crisis, 1840-1860:
The Origins of an Administrative
Ethos," and "Youth and History:
Tradition and Change in European
Age Relations, 1750-Present." To
be published later this year is a
work titled "The Development of
European Society, 1770-1870."
Due to the Presidential debates,
the time of this lecture was
changed to 7 p.m. so that the lec-
ture will finish in time.
Colloquium
A colloquium' will be held on
Wednesday, September 22, at 4:00
p.m. in the conference room at 70
Vernon Street to discuss and
respond to Professor Hyland's
lecture. Copies of this lecture have
been placed on reserve in the
library. Beer and soda will be
served.
Seminar
The regular Mellon Seminar will
be held on Tuesday, September 21,
at 1:15 p.m. The topic is the History
of Science. The seminar will be led
by Professor Miller Brown,
Department of Philosophy. This
seminar is open to the campus
community.
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Sports
Yale Wins Tourney; Trin Splits Games
by SuperDuck
In an effort to promote Water
, Polo in Hartford, Trinity's own
Ducks sponsored their First An-
nual Water Polo 5-Man Tour-
nament. Held at Trowbridge Pool
on Friday, September 17, and
Saturday, September 18, the
tournament featured a total of 9
matches in a round robin format.
Competing teams, included
nationally-ranked Division I power
Yale, eastern seaboard Division II
champion Southern Connecticut
State College, Division II runner-
up Boston College, University of
Rhode Island, and Rennsallear
Polytechnic Institute. Play was
initiated at 6:15 p.m. Friday
evening with Southern paired
against Rhode Island, the former
emerging victorious, 13-8.
The featured game of the
evening pitted the Eli frogmen
against home-favorite underdogs-
Trinity's own Fighting Ducks.
Coming off a strong victory the
previous weekend in New Hamp-
shire against Exeter the Trinmen
were up for a good tilt. With an
overflow crowd on hand to witness
the event, things soon got hot.
Yale drew blood and pulled a
quick 8-5 lead in the first quarter
with the help of two very strong
forwards and a slightly in-
timidated Trinity defense. Pulling
things together again in the second
quarter the Ducks responded to the
mandate of the throng as they
voraciously pummelled the op-
position for goals. Major offensive
spark-plugs in the spurt were co-
captains Rob "Bomber" Meyer
and Dave "Tai-Chi" Teichmann,
Rob "Oh Wow" Calgi, James
"Yee" Bradt and Kent "Back
Again" Reilly. Adding to the final
efforts in the first half, were strong
substitutes Scott "Conan" Mac-
Donald, Jeff "the Scholar"
Wagner, Franck "Wobo" Wolest,
Mike "Big Red" Hinton, Chip "Oh
Wow m" Glanville, Ahmed "the
Sheik" Ahmed, Chris "Slim"
Hillyer, Rich "Anything on my
Back" Katzman, Dave "Tex"
Rosen, Jamie "Is there a game
today?" Hudson, and Paul "Lefty"
Sloane. At the half the squads were
even at 12-12.
Into the third quarter, Yale
pulJed out once again to a quick
lead. Trinity kept the margin at
three as they defended the large
shallow end goal. In the last minute
of the period Frank "Hands"
Grubelich blocked shot after shot
but Yale still led 18-15.




The Women's Tennis Team has
begun active preparation for its
first match of the season which will
be on September 21 against one of
their toughest rivals, Williams
College.
On the opening day of practice
about two weeks ago, 34 candidates
were out for the team. The number
was eventually cut to 24 and the
remaining players were then
equally divided into the varsity and
junior varsity sections.
The team will be led by captain
Gwynne MacColl, as well as the top
five singles players: Wendy
Jennings, Susan Levin, Muffy
Rogers, Claire iiush, and Edith
Wallace.
Challenge matches are now in
progress in order to establish a
ladder. This ladder ( or ranking)
will be subject to change
throughout the season. Practices
are held five days a week, an hour
and a quarter per day, and coach
Jane Millspaugh also encourages
the team to go out for endurance
training, such as running, swim-
ming, or jumping rope.
Despite the fact that there are
only seven veterans still par-
ticipating and over half the players
are freshmen, Millspaugh feels
that this year's team is as strong, if
not stronger than last year's . ( a
team that had the fine record of 9-
1).
The first home match will be
played on September 23, at 3:00
against Connecticut College. The
members of the team are looking
forward to seeing many of their
fellow students at all of the home
games, giving the Women's Tennis
Team support and encouragement
during this 1076 fall season.
Sports Schedule Changes:
Field Hockey Sept. 25 game vs Wellesley
will be played at home at 10:30 a.m.
instead of 1:00 p.m.
Oct. 25 game vs UConn.
has been cancelled.
"Jack and Jill went down the hill
to say 'hello' to Hy and Li I a t . . .
H1L PACKAGE STORE
Liquors Wines Beer
219 Zion Street, Hartford
247-9138
Theclosest package store to Trinity College!
pretty happy with their efforts. To
be anywhere near Yale at this
point in the game was no mean
accomplishment. However, in the
final period the Eli conditioning
and experience proved too much
for the Trinmen as they were
overwhelmed with a plethora of
goals. The final score of 35-18
doesn't truly reflect the course of
the game, but merely points to the
importance of being in good
physical condition. As this is the
end of the pre-season there is still
adequate time to overcome this
deficiency. Impressive con-
tributions from Trinity in the
losing effort came from Bradt,
Wagner and Reilly on offense, the
latter with seven, four and five net-
slicers respectively.
Saturday morning at the
atrocious hour of 9 a.m., when all
sane people are in bed, Trinity met
Rhode Island. The match was
reflective of the time of day as play
was somewhat stultifying at times.
Combined with inconsistent of-
ficiating and occasional misin-
terpretation of new rules for 1976,
the game proved less than ex-
citing. The Ducks hung in for the
first half with little difficulty en-
ding at 8-8. This would have
favored Trinity had not three
penalty shots by Teichmann and
Reilly been disallowed on con-
troversial referee interpretations.
Third quarter play saw a hot
offensive hand by the Bomber in
response to the ejection of both
Teich and Reils for an abundance
of personal fouls. The depth on the
bench held well over-all but once
again three goals were erased
owing to questionable judgements.
A slight sense of complacency
developed and Rhode Island
managed to eke out a 13-10 victory.
Defensively Bradt and Calgi
turned in stellar performances;
Meyer had five tallies, with Teich,
Reils, and Ahmed each slicing
twice.
In the final action of the day for
Trinity, the engineers from R.P.I.
saw defeat 20-13. Substituting
freely throughout the game the
Ducks took their time in building a
lead then erupted in the third
quarter as the nutrition from the
great Mather Hall brunch flowed
through their veins. Thereafter
they never looked back. Scoring
was very diverse as eight in-
dividuals tickled the twine, Reils
led all scorers with eight ( seven in
the third quarter), Teich with four,
Meyer and Conan with two, with
Hinton, Wobo, Glansville and
Hillyer popping once.
By virtue of a victory over
Southern Connecticut and a goal
difference from Boston College of
one (total games played), Yale
was declared tourney victor. B.C.
was second, Southern third, U.R.I,
fourth, Trinity fifth, and RPI sixth,
As the Ducks look to their season
opener this Friday at Amherst with'
great optimism, they wish to thank
all the fans, for their support and
interest — especially on Friday
evening,
Frosh Football Boasts "Power99
by Richard Stevenson
The Trinity freshman football
team is preparing for its Oct. 9
opener against Williams under the
direction of head coach Chet
McPhee.
Coach McPhee, entering his 20th
season as Frosh coach, is en-
couraged by one of the largest
turnouts of players in recent years.
He will be assisted in his coaching
duties by Bill Yoye, Bob Parzych,
and Gerry LaPlante.
Over the past eight years the
freshmen have compiled an in-
credible 36-7-1 record, including
undefeated seasons in 1967, '71,
and '72. It appears the tradition of
excellence will be continued by this
years team.
The team is "physically good
sized" according to McPhee and
will rely on power rattier than
speed. He says the defense looks
"very strong" and that a "con-
sistent, grind out yardage" type
running game will typify the of-
fense. Their passing game, he
comments, although adequate,
needs work.
In two pre-season scrimmages
the team has looked impressive.
The defense did not allow a score
by either Cheshire Academy or
University of Hartford, and the




























































201 ASYLUM ST. 525-3121
(across from Civic Center)










114 New Britain Avenue
against UHart.
Coach McPhee is looking for big
seasons from many players, in-
cluding split end Pat McNamara,
powerful fullback Jim Rickert, and
defensive back Tom McGowan. In
the line John Alexandrov, Jeff
Mather, Carl Hurtig, and Steve
Yarnall have all looked good,
Three men are battling for the
starting QB spot. Len Lortie, Mike
Countryman, and Dave Gatenby,
who might double as a running
back, are all equally talented
according to McPhee.
One of the teams biggest assets
should be its great morale, no
doubt instilled in part by Coach
McPhee's,philosophy that football
should be fun.
The squad is expecting its
toughest opponents to be Williams
and Amherst. The season opener
will be played at Williams on Oct. 9






Trinity's cross-country team ran
an informal race Saturday, Sep-
tember 18, in Goodwin Park
against an older, experienced ̂
Hartford Track Club Team led by
Club president Tom Durie who won
with a time of 27:04. Paced by John
Sandman, Captain Danny Howe,
and Jon Sendor, the Trinity team
fielded an impressive ten runners
and displayed good times for this
early in the season over the 5.1
mile course.
The team has another two weeks
to prepare for the first official
meet with Keene State at Trinity
on October 2. The coaches ex-
pressed satisfaction with the
team's performance and an-
ticipate that the individual runners
will improve their times as the
season progresses.
